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The Mekelle Prison Project: 

Creating sustainable livelihood opportunities for women and youth, reducing crime and 
WV]LY[`� [OYV\NO� JVVWLYH[P]LZ� HUK� ZRPSSZ� KL]LSVWTLU[� HUK� PU[YVK\JPUN� PU�WYPZVU� ÄUHUJPHS�
services.
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Tigray Regional State
 
;PNYH �̀�[OL�TVZ[�UVY[OLYS`�YLNPVUHS�Z[H[L�VM�,[OPVWPH�� PZ�LUKV^LK�^P[O�THNUPÄJLU[�
landscapes and an impressive culture.Tigray is the center of Ethiopia’s oldest civi-
SPaH[PVU��[OL�(RZ\TP[L�2PUNKVT��^OPJO�OHZ�WYVK\JLK�THNUPÄJLU[�TVUVSP[OPJ�VIL-
SPZRZ��[LTWSL�LKPÄJLZ��YVJR�OL^U�JO\YJOLZ��[VTIZ��HUK�WHSHJLZ�KLWPJ[PUN�[OL�OPNOS`�
inspired civilization of ancient Tigrian society stretching back to three thousand 
years. The Ethiopic alphabet is also attributed to the Aksumite Kingdom. 



One of the indelible scars left by the previous regime on our people is 
the prisons it set up in various places that served as centers to carry 
out torture and punishment. However, the people have ensured that 
human rights are enshrined in the constitution of our nation and are 
actually respected in practice.

Some twenty-two years have passed since policies and strategies 
have been implemented enabling convicts remanded to prison follow-
ing conviction by a court of law to give back to the community they 
harmed as well as to make them productive citizens by rehabilitat-
ing them psychologically and providing them with different academic 
and vocational trainings. Presently the correctional facilities in Tigray 
Regional State enable inmates to acquire knowledge and vocational 
skills that facilitate the conditions that allow them to turn into produc-
tive citizens.

It has been some time now since prisoners began to appreciate that 
prisons are no longer the hell they used to be but are in fact centers 
of change where they endeavor to engage in development. The vari-
ous projects the International Labor Organization (ILO) carried out and 
commissioned in cognizance of this in Mekelle prison as part of the 
effort to create a center that is conducive to inmates is one indication 
of the support offered by the ILO. 

While extending our heartfelt thanks to the ILO on behalf of the Bureau 
and the Region for its noble aim of backing the policies and strategies 
of the Government, I call on the Organization to deepen its customary 
support in ramping up the assistance provided to Mekelle prison.  

The Honorable Ato Hadush Zenebe
Head of the Security Administration Bureau of Tigray Regional State

Message of the Head of the Security Administration 
Bureau of the Tigray Regional State
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Mekelle Prison ...
Building prisons alone does not help in reducing crime as well as rehabilitating and improving the lives of prisoners, the majority 
of whom are often young men and women who end up in prison for petty crimes arising from poverty.  80 per cent of inmates 
at Mekelle Prison are young men and women convicted of petty crimes and serving sentences of up to six years. 

;OL�IL[[LY�^H`�MVY^HYK�MVY�Z\JO�WYPZVULYZ�PZ�[V�WYV]PKL�[OLT�^P[O�LK\JH[PVU��ZRPSSZ�[YHPUPUN�HUK�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�[V�HJJLZZ�ÄUHUJL�
and engage in economically useful activities. In Mekelle, a town in north Ethiopia, the Prison Administration has initiated a 
YLOHIPSP[H[PVU�HUK�ZRPSSZ�[YHPUPUN�WYVNYHT�JV\WSLK�^P[O�HJJLZZ�[V�ÄUHUJPHS�ZLY]PJLZ�[OH[�OHZ�LUHISLK�[OL�JYLH[PVU�VM����HJ[P]L�
cooperatives that run successful businesses providing Decent Work for prison inmates and released prisoners. 
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Mekelle Prison is an outstanding achievement in the 
region and the country thanks to the developmen-
tal role of the Regional Government of Tigray and the 
Prison Administration. This Prison Administration has 
helped provide opportunities for social and behavioral 
transformation for inmates.   

With a strong belief that education, skills develop-
TLU[�� HJJLZZ� [V� ÄUHUJL� HUK� ÄUHUJPHS� SP[LYHJ`� HYL� RL`�
drivers for eliminating poverty and creating sustainable 
livelihoods, the Prison Administration is actively 
engaged in creating decent work through cooperatives, 
TPJYVÄUHUJL�HUK�TPJYVPUZ\YHUJL��7YPZVU�VMÄJLYZ�OH]L�
also been trained in management and leadership so 
that they are able to better appreciate the value of 
transforming women and men to become successful 
members of their communities.

Currently, the Mekelle Prison Center is providing basic 
LK\JH[PVU��JVVWLYH[P]L�THUHNLTLU[��ÄUHUJPHS� SP[LYHJ �̀�
skills and business development training. 

DECSI has supported the project by providing 
ÄUHUJPHS� ZLY]PJLZ� HUK� ÄUHUJPHS� LK\JH[PVU�� 036� HUK�
0+*6�OH]L�LUNHNLK�PU�WYV]PKPUN�[LJOUPJHS�HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�
resources for capacity building activities and 
funding for the construction and equipment
of training facilities. At the hear of the ILO/IDCO 
engagement is  their determination to provide a 
ZPNUPÄJHU[� NLUKLY� KPTLUZPVU� HPTLK� H[� ZVJPHS� HUK�
economic empowerment of women. The rights of 
women inmates are thus being highlighted and 
respected and they are provided with opportunities 
MVY� ZRPSSZ� [YHPUPUN� HUK� ÄUHUJPHS� SP[LYHJ`� [V� OLSW� [OLT�
successfully integrate with society and live a life free 
from crime and poverty.  

The project has succeeded in achieving its set 
targets for capacity building of the Mekelle Prison 
Administration, transformation of inmates through 
LK\JH[PVU��ZRPSSZ�KL]LSVWTLU[�HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�HJJLZZ��HUK�
setting a model for other prisons in the country and 
beyond.   
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Impact of the Prison Program
The successful rehabilitation activities in Mekelle prison have brought 
real behaviour changes in the inmates. The capacity building 
WYVNYHT�PU�[OL�JLU[LY�OHZ�IYV\NO[�T\S[PWSL�ILULÄ[Z�[V�[OL�JVYYLJ[PVUHS�
center, the community and the region. The prisoners are returning to 
society with new skills, greater employability, a better chance of 
integrating with the community and leading a peaceful and productive 
life, thus reducing crime and the number of inmates returning to prison.

In some cases, there are situations where some of the ex-prisoners 
are participating in the programs of community policing to bring 
peace and security to their areas. As the inmates are engaged in 
WYVK\J[P]L�HJ[P]P[PLZ��[OL�JVYYLJ[PVUHS�JLU[LY�ILULÄ[Z�MYVT�YLK\JLK�
disciplinary problems among inmates. 

:WLJPÄJ�HJOPL]LTLU[Z!

�� ;YHPUPUN�MVY�WYPZVU�PUTH[LZ!�������WYPZVULYZ�OH]L�ILLU�[YHPULK�
PU�I\ZPULZZ�KL]LSVWTLU[�ZRPSSZ��ÄUHUJPHS�SP[LYHJ`�HUK�JVVWLYH-
[P]L�THUHNLTLU["������WYPZVULYZ�OH]L�YLJLP]LK�IHZPJ�LK\JH-
tion, vocational skills, training in metal, wood work, electrical 
and plumbing, construction, hollow block production, cob-
blestone cutting and paving, masonry, carpentry, agriculture, 
^LH]PUN��[HPSVYPUN��LTIYVPKLY`�HUK�OHPY�KYLZZPUN�� ��WYPZVU�PU-

mates have completed TOT (training of trainers) courses in a 
U\TILY�VM�ZRPSSZ��JVVW�HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�WYVK\J[Z��

�� ;YHPUPUN� MVY�4LRLSSL� 7YPZVU�6MÄJLYZ!� ��� WYPZVU� HKTPUPZ[YH[PVU�
VMÄJLYZ��̂ LYL�[YHPULK�PU�WYPZVU�THUHNLTLU[��JVUÅPJ[�YLZVS\[PVU��
negotiation, governance, gender and other related subjects; 
����^VTLU�WYPZVU�^HYKLUZ�OH]L�ILLU�[YHPULK�PU�NLUKLY�HUK�
rights of women prison inmates.  

�� ;YHPUPUN�MVY�+,*:0�Z[HMM!�����+,*:0�:[HMM�TLTILYZ�OH]L�ILLU�
trained in microinsurance and risk management. 

�� Construction of prison and coop as well as street children  
training facilities and acquisition of equipment have been com-
pleted as planned.

�� (JJLZZ�[V�ÄUHUJPHS�ZLY]PJLZ!�����JVVWZ�OH]L�ILLU�LZ[HISPZOLK�
and supported; adequate savings, credit and microinsurance 
access has been provided through DECSI’s Prison Branch.

Effectively, the Prison has been transformed into a training and coop 
business facility.
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Vision:  

.\HYKPUN� WYPZVULYZ� PU� JVUÄULK� WYPZVU� ISVJRZ� KVLZU»[�
help them become responsible citizens when they are 
released. The better way forward is to undertake real 
engagement whereby prisoners are provided with educa-
tion, vocational training and an opportunity to establish 
and manage their own businesses.   

Objectives:

�� to improve prison administration management skills, 
share innovative ideas and good practices;

�� to introduce sustainable skills, business develoment 
HUK�ÄUHUJPHS�LK\JH[PVU�MVY�HSS�WYPZVU�PUTH[LZ��^P[O�H�
special focus on women, so that they can engage in 
ZVJPHSS`�HUK�LJVUVTPJHSS`�ILULÄJPHS�HJ[P]P[PLZ�K\YPUN�
and after their prison terms;

�� to introduce viable cooperatives owned and maaged 
by prison inmates, that produce goods and services 
that are in demand within the regional state and be-
yond, strengthening the active involvement of women;

�� to track changes in livelihoods and behavior that may 
result in prison inmates from the transfer of knowl-
edge and skills as well as decent work opportunities;

�� to share lessons of MPA as a viable tool for managing 
prisons, reducing petty crimes and creating  sustain-
able work and entrepreneurial opportunities for young 
women and men that are pulled into crime mainly by 
lack of support and opportunities;

�� to promote gender equality and women economic 
empowerment within the prison.

The success of the Mekelle prison is mainly attributed 
to the implementation of government directives that 
LUJV\YHNL�WYPZVU�VMÄJLZ�[V�PUP[PH[L�PUUV]H[P]L�WYVNYHTZ�HUK�
the partnership it has created with regional stakeholders 
such as the Bureaus of Education, Health, Labor, Mekelle 
University, MSE Agency, TVET, DECSI, ILO, IDC and others.

Mekelle Prison Administration
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Dedebit Credit and Savings 
Institution (DECSI)
DECSI has empowered millions of Tigrians to create livelihoods 
HUK� THUHNL� I\ZPULZZLZ� [OH[� J\YYLU[S`� Z\WWVY[� V]LY� �� TPSSPVU�
households. This institution started its function with an initial capital 
VM���TPSSPVU�IPYY��I\[� PU����`LHYZ�+,*:0�OHZ�[YHUZMVYTLK� P[ZLSM� PU[V�
H�^VYSK�JSHZZ�ÄUHUJPHS�PUZ[P[\[PVU�^P[O�[V[HS�HZZL[Z�PU�L_JLZZ�VM�����
IPSSPVU�IPYY�HUK�ZH]PUNZ�TVIPSPaH[PVU�VM�����IPSSPVU�IPYY�

+,*:0�OHZ�H�[V[HS�VM�V]LY���������HJ[P]L�IVYYV^LYZ�HUK���������
ZH]LYZ�� VM�^OPJO��������HYL� JOPSKYLU��*SVZL� [V�����VM� P[Z� JSPLU[Z�
HYL� ^VTLU"� HUK� P[� OHZ� H� SVHU� YLJV]LY`� YH[L� VM�  ���� -YVT� [OL�
credit and saving committees at grassroots level to the board of 
directors of DECSI, women and  youth are represented. There are also 
special product services designed for women entrepreneurs and the 
youth in the urban areas. Landless youth of both sexes are specially 
[YLH[LK�^P[O�ZWLJPHS�HUK�ÅL_PISL�SVHU�WYVK\J[Z�PU�[OL�Y\YHS�HYLHZ��;OL�
urban household package loans are also designed so that the youth 
JHU�LHZPS`�HJJLZZ�PU�H]LYHNL��������IPYY�Z[HY[�\W�SVHUZ�VU�HU�PUKP-
vidual basis without any collateral requirements. These actions are 
taken in order to create more job opportunities for the unemployed/
underemployed women and youth entrepreneurs in the region. 

*\YYLU[S �̀�HSTVZ[�����VM�[OL�[V[HS�U\TILY�VM�IVYYV^LYZ�MHSSZ�^P[OPU�
[OL�HNL�SPTP[�VM�������`LHYZ�OVSKPUN�����VM�[OL�[V[HS�WVY[MVSPVZ�PU�[OL�
institution.

+,*:0�ILSPL]LZ�[OH[�TPJYVJYLKP[�VY�V[OLY�ÄUHUJPHS�ZLY]PJLZ�HYL�[OL�
fundamental rights of those who need and can use them. As far as 
the projects are feasible and adding value to the economy, DECSI 
supports any initiatives from the community or individuals. 

The same is also true for the prison inmates. Once the institution 
realized that there were some cooperatives that could run better 
businesses while they were in the prison along with the existence 
of highly committed prison managers fully engaged in supporting 
the inmates by providing skills training, DECSI was able to start 
WYV]PKPUN�TPJYVÄUHUJL�ZLY]PJLZ�[V�WYPZVULYZ���

DECSI and the Prison Administration agreed to utilize the vast idle 
labor force in Mekelle prison and incorporate it into the productive 
forces in the region. The prisoners were trained in a number of skills 
for which DECSI provided working capital. The cooperatives that 
OH]L�IVYYV^LK�^VYRPUN�JHWP[HS� MYVT�+,*:0�HYL�WYVÄ[HISL�HUK�HYL�
paying back their loans fully.  

Ato Atakilti Kiros, 
CEO, DECSI, during the project implementation
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Organisation Internationale du Travail
Bureau Régional pour l’Afrique

International Labour Organization
Regional Office for Africa

International Labour Organization (ILO)

The International Labour Organization (ILO) is devoted to 
promoting social justice and internationally recognized human and 
labour rights. The ILO’s main aims are to promote rights at work, 
encourage decent employment opportunities, enhance social 
protection and strengthen dialogue on work-related issues. Its 
tripartite structure with government, employer, and worker 
representatives provides a unique platform for promoting decent 
work for all women and men. 

ILO’s four strategic objectives are:

�� 7YVTV[L�HUK�YLHSPaL�Z[HUKHYKZ�HUK�M\UKHTLU[HS�WYPUJPWSLZ�
 and rights at work

�� *YLH[L�NYLH[LY�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�MVY�^VTLU�HUK�TLU�[V�
 decent employment and income

�� ,UOHUJL�[OL�JV]LYHNL�HUK�LMMLJ[P]LULZZ�VM�ZVJPHS�
 protection for all

�� :[YLUN[OLU�[YPWHY[PZT��JVVWLYH[PVU�IL[^LLU�NV]LYUTLU[Z��
 employers’ organizations and workers’ organizations) and 
 social dialogue 

In support of its goals, the ILO offers technical support to its 
[YPWHY[P[L� JVUZ[P[\LU[Z�� HUK� ZVJPL[`� HZ� H� ^OVSL� PU!� ��� -VYT\SH-
tion of international policies and programmes to promote basic 
human rights, improve working and living conditions, and enhance 
LTWSV`TLU[� VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�� ��� *YLH[PVU� VM� PU[LYUH[PVUHS� SHIV\Y�
standards backed by a unique system to supervise their application, 
���(U�L_[LUZP]L�WYVNYHTTL�VM� PU[LYUH[PVUHS� [LJOUPJHS�JVVWLYH[PVU�
formulated and implemented in an active partnership with constitu-
ents, to help countries put these policies into practice in an effective 
THUULY��HUK����;YHPUPUN��LK\JH[PVU�HUK�YLZLHYJO�HJ[P]P[PLZ� [V�OLSW�
advance all of these efforts

ILO in Ethiopia

;OL� 036� JV\U[Y`� VMÄJL� MVY� ,[OPVWPH� HUK� :VTHSPH�� IHZLK� PU�
Addis Ababa, coordinates and oversees the activities undertaken in 
[OLZL�[^V�JV\U[YPLZ���;OL�VMÄJL»Z�THPU�VIQLJ[P]L�PZ�[V�^VYR�JSVZLS`�
with ILO’s constituents – Government, Employers and Workers 
organisations to promote Decent Work for All. The ILO country 
6MÄJL�HPTZ�H[�HJOPL]PUN�[OL�MV\Y�Z[YH[LNPJ�VIQLJ[P]LZ�VM�[OL�036�PU�
[OL�JV\U[YPLZ�VM�VWLYH[PVU�� �;OL� PKLU[PÄJH[PVU�HUK�HJOPL]LTLU[�VM�
the objectives depend on the needs of each of the constituents 
HZ� YLÅLJ[LK� � PU�LHJO�JV\U[Y`»Z�+LJLU[�>VYR�*V\U[Y`�7YVNYHTTL�
and drive to meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).  
>P[OPU� [OL� JVU[L_[� VM� <5»Z� KLSP]LYPUN� HZ� VUL�� [OL� *V\U[Y`� 6MÄJL�
works with the United Nations Country Team to promote the ILO 
mandates, the needs of its constituents and in support of the national 
development strategies – and insures their articulation in the United 
5H[PVUHS�+L]LSVWTLU[�(ZZPZ[HUJL�-YHTL^VYR��<5+(-��

-PUHUJPHS� PUJS\ZPVU� VM� [OL� ^VYRPUN� WVVY� [OYV\NO� ÄUHUJPHS� SP[LYHJ �̀��
ZRPSSZ�KL]LSVWTLU[��JVVWLYH[P]LZ��TPJYVÄUHUJL�HUK�TPJYVPUZ\YHUJL�
is a major development activity of ILO’s Enterprises Department that 
PUJS\KLZ��HTVUN�V[OLYZ��*VVW�HUK�:VJPHS�-PUHUJL�<UP[Z�HZ�^LSS�HZ��
[OL�4PJYVPUZ\YHUJL�0UUV]H[PVU�-HJPSP[ �̀�H�NSVIHS�YLZV\YJL�JLU[LY�MVY�
research, innovation and learning that promotes microinsurance 
development globally.  
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Italy has been contributing to the development goals of Ethiopia 
ZPUJL�� ����HS^H`Z�HSPNULK�[V�UH[PVUHS�WYPVYP[PLZ�HUK�[OL�.YV^[O�HUK�
Transformation Plan in close collaboration with other development 
partners.

The Italian Development Cooperation (IDC), through the recently 
ZPNULK� *V\U[Y`� 7YVNYHTTL� ����������� KV\ISLK� [OL� HSSVJH[LK�
ÄUHUJPHS� YLZV\YJLZ� � �� � TPSSPVU� ,<9�� KP]PKLK� IL[^LLU� NYHU[Z�
and soft loans) compared to the previous three years. Alongside 
water, agriculture, rural and private development, which have been 
JVUÄYTLK�HZ�WYPVYP[`�HYLHZ��NLUKLY�^PSS�JVU[PU\L�[V�IL�H�RL`�ZLJ[VY�
of intervention.

In line with the IDC longstanding commitment for the advancement 
VM�^VTLU�^VYSK^PKL�HUK�PU�,[OPVWPH��PU������^L�KLJPKLK��[VNL[OLY�
with ILO, to take the challenge of empowering inmates of Mekelle 
Prison Administration especially the women.

We appreciate the outstanding job that Mekelle Prison Administra-
tion is carrying out and we fully embrace its mission of eliminating 
urban poverty and realizing sustainable livelihoods among the poor 
inmates with particular attention to women. So far, Mekelle Prison 
Adminstration has achieved remarkable results in the development 
of small-scale business enterprises, providing skills development 
[YHPUPUN��HJJLZZ� [V�ÄUHUJPHS� ZLY]PJLZ� �HUK�JYLH[PUN����ZH]PUN�HUK�
credit cooperatives. 

The Italian Development Cooperation is proud to have contributed 
to these major achievements that are factually changing living con-
ditions of poor people contributing to the  reduction of small crimes. 

Italian Development Cooperation (IDCO)
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¸0�OH]L�ILLU�^VYRPUN�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�VM�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�MVY�V]LY����
`LHYZ�THPUS`�PU�(MYPJH�I\[�HSZV�PU�V[OLY�JV\U[YPLZ�HZ�^LSS��0�OH]L�
]PZP[LK� [OV\ZHUKZ� VM� JVVWLYH[P]LZ� PU� HSS� [OLZL� JV\U[YPLZ� I\[�
0� OH]L� UL]LY� ZLLU� H� JVVWLYH[P]L� SPRL� [OL� VUL� PU�4LRLSSL�� 0U�
MHJ[���[OLYL�HYL�[LU�KPMMLYLU[�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�PU�4LRLSSL�MVYTLK�I`�
WYPZVULYZ� [OLTZLS]LZ� HUK� THUHNLK� I`� [OL� WYPZVULYZ�
[OLTZLS]LZ� [O\Z� WYV]PKPUN� PUJVTL� [V� [OL� WYPZVULYZ�� ;OH[� PZ�
HU�HZ[VUPZOPUN�L_HTWSL�VM� JVVWLYH[P]L�KL]LSVWTLU[�� 0� OH]L�
TLU[PVULK� [OPZ� [V� THU`� WLVWSL� PUJS\KPUN� HU� VYNHUPaH[PVU�
JHSSLK�º7YPZVULYZ�^P[OV\[�)VYKLYZ»��H�MYPLUK�VYNHUPaH[PVU�[OH[�PZ�
ZLLRPUN�[V�YLWSPJH[L�[OPZ�]LY`�Z\JJLZZM\S�L_HTWSL�PU�V[OLY�WHY[Z�
VM�(MYPJH�¹�

4Y��1�YNLU�:JO^L[[THUU��[OLU�+LW\[`�9LNPVUHS�+PYLJ[VY�MVY�(MYPJH��
]PZP[PUN�4LRLSSL�7YPZVU��PU�����

Mr. Jürgen Schwettmann, 

Director, PARDEV, ILO headquarters 
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¸;OPZ� ]PZP[� OHZ� WSLHZLK� TL� ILJH\ZL� P[� PZ� ]LY`� KPMÄJ\S[� [V� JHSS� P[� H�
WYPZVU��� 0�RUV^�HIV\[�WYPZVUZ��� 0�OH]L�]PZP[LK�WYPZVUZ�PU�V[OLY�JV\U-
[YPLZ�� HUK� ^L� OH]L� OHK� ZVTL� L_WLYPLUJL� PU� HZZPZ[PUN� WYPZVUZ� PU�
3LIHUVU�� )\[� [OPZ� PZ� H� JVTWSL[LS`� KPMMLYLU[� L_WLYPLUJL"� ^L� ZH^�
^VTLU� WLYMVYTPUN� ]HYPV\Z� RPUKZ� VM� ^VYR� �� ILH\[`� ZHSVU�� IHRLY �̀�
LTIYVPKLY`�I\[�HSZV�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�^VYR��TL[HS�^VYR��^VVK^VYR�HUK�
TVYL�� 0[� PZ� [OL�ÄYZ[� [PTL�[OH[� 0�OH]L�ZLLU�Z\JO�H�^LSS�WSHUULK�Z[YH[-
LN`�^OLYL�WYPZVU�HKTPUPZ[YH[PVU��ÄUHUJPHS�HUK�[YHPUPUN�PUZ[P[\[PVUZ�HUK�
PU[LYUH[PVUHS� KL]LSVWTLU[� VYNHUPaH[PVUZ� HYL� ^VYRPUN� [VNL[OLY� [V�
PTWYV]L� HUK� JOHUNL� SP]LZ�� [OLYLI`� YLK\JPUN� JYPTL� HUK� ]PVSLUJL�¹��

-HIPV�4LSSVUP��
]PZP[PUN�4LRLSSL�7YPZVU��PU�������

Mr. Fabio Melloni, 

Director of Italian Development Cooperation

Ethiopia
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Ethiopia’s Development Strategy

The national development policy of Ethiopia, geared 
towards decreasing poverty and bringing about sustainable 
development has created a favorable environment for 
the emergence of development oriented programs in the 
country. Agriculture Development Led Industrialization 
(ADLI), Industrial Development Strategy (IDS), and Poverty 
Reduction Strategy Program (PRSP), the National Micro and 
Small Enterprise Development Strategy (NMSEDS) have 
actively promoted the agricultural sector and MSEs as 
instruments in their respective development ob-
jectives. The main objectives of these policies and 
Z[YH[LNPLZ� HYL� [V� PUJYLHZL� [OL� ILULÄ[Z� LHYULK� MYVT�
integration of industry and agriculture to identify the key 
sector measures and cross-cutting priority issues and to 
ensure MSE development through government support.

Currently, the country has registered excellent achievements 
PU� [OL� YH[L� VM� .+7� NYV^[O� ^P[O� JVUZPZ[LU[� ÄN\YLZ� YLWVY[LK�
MYVT� IL[^LLU�  � �� [V� ������ K\YPUN� [OL� WHZ[� ����������
����������� 4HQVY� IYLHR[OYV\NOZ� ^LYL� HSZV� IYV\NO[� PU� [OL�
infrastructural development of the country and other social 
services. These achievements are the result of the national 
development policies followed and implemented by the 
government and the continual support of its develop-
TLU[�WHY[ULYZ��-VSSV^LK�I`� [OL�Z\JJLZZLZ� YLNPZ[LYLK� PU� [OL�
implementation of PASDEP, the government of Ethiopia has 
KYH^U�H�UL^�Ä]L�`LHY�WSHU�JVTTVUS`�RUV^U�HZ�[OL�.YV^[O�
HUK�;YHUZMVYTH[PVU�7SHU��.;7��MVY�[OL��������������;OL�V]LY-
all objectives of this plan are to ensure rising household in-
JVTL�HUK� YLK\JLK�WV]LY[`� SL]LSZ� [V�HIV\[����� PU� SPUL�^P[O�
MDG targets.
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Solid Foundations by Federal and 
Regional Government
Some years ago, the Ethiopian government instructed all 
prison administrations in the country to come up with innovative 
PKLHZ�[V�LUOHUJL�LMÄJPLUJ`�HUK�YLK\JL�JVZ[Z��;OL�4LRLSSL�7YPZVU�
Administration submitted a training-cum-production program that 
would provide prisoners with new skills and also enable them 
to generate their own income and rehabilitate them to become 
law-abiding members of their communities. Such schemes exist, 
of course, in many other countries; the schemes pioneered in 
Mekelle, however, innovate on three fronts:

- Prisoners are encouraged to form producers’cooperatives 
that they manage as autonomous enterprises that are formally 
registered by the Registrar of Cooperatives through democratically 
elected leaders.  
 
- These cooperatives establish direct commercial rela-
tions with the “outside world” without interference from the prison 
administration. Customers may buy goods directly from the 
cooperatives (which operate in a closed area adjacent to the main 
prison building), or have such goods delivered where they are 
needed (by lorry drivers who are also inmates driving  trucks owned 
by the cooperatives).

- Once released, the former inmates may remain 
members of the cooperatives and continue working with them. In fact, 
released prisoners have been provided with a compound outside 
the prison walls to run their cooperative business. A facility has 
been built outside, next to the prison, to provide education and skills 
training opportunities for street children in Mekelle who face the 
risk of prison life due to a lack of support and work opportunities.

A new regional law for cooperatives that allows prisoners to 
establish cooperatives has helped facilitate this prison initiative 
of the Regional Government. This policy was then adapted and 
incorporated as part of the business process reengineering of 
the Mekelle Prison Administration. The Mekelle prison has also 
KLÄULK�P[Z�TPZZPVU��]PZPVU�HUK�NVHSZ�HUK�W\[�P[Z�]HS\LZ�PU�[LYTZ�VM�[OL�
JVYYLJ[PVUHS�K\[PLZ�HUK�WYP]PSLNLZ�VM�[OL�PUTH[LZ�HZ�YLÅLJ[LK�PU� P[Z�
strategic plan.

The achievements in the Mekelle prison facility are the coordinated 
results of the government’s policies and genuine participation of the 
regional stakeholders. As the country has shown its commitments 
to the international protocols on human rights and a due respect 
to its constitution, the government has issued different laws at 
different times to guarantee the respect of prisoners’ rights 
during their stay in prison. The regional prison policy has established 
that inmates have full rights to access capacity building services, 
counselling, consulting for legal issues, skills training, business 
development services, formal education and the right to engage in 
income generating activities.

The Regional Cooperative Law
The cooperative societies in the prison were established based 
VU� 7YVJSHTH[PVU� 5V�� ��������� ,*� VM� [OL� ;PNYH`� 9LNPVUHS� :[H[L�
PZZ\LK�PU��  ��HUK�[OL�UL^�THU\HS�KL]LSVWLK�I`�[OL�;PNYH`�7YPZVU�
Administration.  According to this manual, all prisoners who have 
passed through the legal and correctional procedures were allowed 
to organize and create cooperatives.     

The main objectives of the Regional Government’s policy are 
to provide opportunities for all the prisoners to acquire skills and 
organize themselves into cooperatives and start generating 
sustainable incomes. As soon as prison inmates complete 
the preparatory process of establishing cooperatives, the 
regional Bureau of Cooperatives and the Bureau of Micro and Small 
Enterprises (MSEs) are responsible for providing them with 
training and tools on cooperative management concepts, 
business development services and other relevant issues 
ILMVYL� [OL`� HWWYVHJO� ÄUHUJPHS� ZLY]PJL� WYV]PKLYZ�� ;OL�
JVVWLYH[P]L�SH^�VM�,[OPVWPH�YLX\PYLZ�HWWSPJHU[Z�[V�WYLWHYL�HUK�ÄSL�[OLPY�
memorandum of association, list of members and appointed 
committee leaders and a business plan. These were the processes 
followed during the establishment of the Mekelle Prison cooperatives.    
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;YHPUPUN�VM�7YPZVU�6MÄJLYZ

The Bureau of Security and Justice of the Regional Government 
is responsible for the administration of the prison services in 
;PNYH �̀� � -\SS� [PTL� THUHNLTLU[� [YHPUPUN� PZ� H� YLX\PYLTLU[� MVY� HU�
VMÄJLY�[V�X\HSPM`�HZ�H�7YPZVU�(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU�6MÄJLY��4LRLSSL�7YPZVU�
Administration went through ‘Business Process Reengineering’ 
)79�� HZ� YLX\PYLK� I`� [OL� -LKLYHS� HUK� 9LNPVUHS� .V]LYUTLU[� HUK�
JHTL�\W�̂ P[O�[OL�7YPZVU�(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU�4HU\HS�[OH[�KLÄULZ�YLZWVU-
sibilities, privileges and rights of the inmates and the responsibili-
[PLZ�VM�[OL�WYPZVU�HKTPUPZ[YH[PVU�VMÄJLYZ��>OPSL�KLÄUPUN�[OL�YPNO[Z�VM�
prisoners, all international conventions and protocols were 
considered with special attention paid to the constitutional rights of 
inmates.     

036�Z\WWVY[LK�[OL�[YHPUPUN�VM����WYPZVU�VMÄJLYZ�MYVT�[OL�9LNPVUHS�
State for a two-week period at the Ethiopian Management Institute 
*HTW\Z�PU�+LIYL�ALP[�PU�+LJLTILY�������;YHPUPUN�[VWPJZ�PUJS\KLK�
institutional leadership characteristics, management processes, 
human rights, gender, communication, stress management, 
JVUÅPJ[� YLZVS\[PVUZ�� ÄUHUJPHS� THUHNLTLU[�� O\THU� YLZV\YJLZ�
management, team building and other management subjects.   
According to the trainees, they have found the training very 
timely and useful to improve their managerial skills in dealing with the 
inmates for better and harmonious results. 

�
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Prison Management Study Tour in 
South Africa

The prison management study tour was part of the prison manage-
ment-training component of the Mekelle Project.  The study tour 
^HZ�VYNHUPaLK�MVY�([V�-LYLKL�@LZOP^VUKLT��*VTTPZZPVULY�VM�[OL�
Regional Prison Administration. The experience-sharing visit lasted 
MVY� �KH`Z�HUK�PUJS\KLK�ÄLSK�]PZP[Z�[V�H�ML^�WYPZVU�[YHPUPUN�JLU[LYZ�PU�[OL�
country as well as in-depth discussions with South African prison 
VMÄJPHSZ��

The study tour included visits to various training centers. The 
following were the main lessons learned during the study tour.

��  The prisons’ administration is given a high priority in 
 the government and is established at the Ministerial 
 Level.
 
��  The budget allocated for the prison administration is 
 substantial.

��  The standards of the prisons are similar throughout 
 the country. The quality of the facilities is also very 
 high and is similar throughout the different prison 
 centers.

��  There is a great deal of attention given to the training 
 of the inmates.
 
��  With regards to farming, cattle production as well as 
 wood and metal work, the quality of the products and 
 the high standards observed during production are 
 seen as exemplary to help improve the prison centers 
 in Ethiopia. 

��  However, there are major differences in the business 
 models of South Africa’s prison administrations when 
 compared with Ethiopia.  In the case of South Africa, 
 all the income that is generated from the sale of goods 
 produced by prisoners is managed by the prison ad-
              ministration. Also, once the inmates are in prison they 
 are not allowed to have any money in their possession.  
 In Ethiopia, prison inmates are entitled to hold money 
� ^P[O�[OLT�VY�ZH]L�H[�[OL�TPJYVÄUHUJL�IYHUJO�^P[OPU�
 the prison, make remittances to support family members,  
 pay for goods and services, education, etc.
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Basic Education

:PNUPÄJHU[� [YHUZMVYTH[PVUHS� HJ[P]P[PLZ� HYL�
happening in the Mekelle Prison Center. 
The correctional unit believes that the 
transformation program assists offenders 
in becoming productive workers and con-
tributing members of society. 

Inmates with no educational backgrounds 
attend formal education starting from grade 
one to grade ten. All women prison inmates 
that did not have prior formal education 
participate in the program. The Ministry of 
Education helps by providing teacers and 
teaching materials.
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The Mekelle correctional center has become a model prison 
center where both male and female inmates are pursuing academic 
education and skills training through the vocational school services. 
The new initiative in the prison facility is designed to provide across 
the board life changing support to the inmates for whom training can 
facilitate positive changes in their lives before and after their jail terms.   

While the Tigray technical and vocational school is training some 
of the inmates in different skills, the prison administration is 
coordinating the activities of the prison cooperatives and creat-
ing a fertile ground for the successful implementation of their 
business plans. The new capacity building was designed in close 
JVUZ\S[H[PVU�^P[O�[OL�WYPZVU�HKTPUPZ[YH[PVU�VMÄJL�PU�VYKLY�[V�YLZVS]L�
some of the key gaps in graduating good quality trainees from the 

center by creating new windows of opportunity to combine skills 
training with other business development services that would help 
[OL�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�[V�IL�TVYL�WYVK\J[P]L��LMÄJPLU[�HUK�JVTWL[P[P]L��

The scope of skills training covers wood work, metal work, 
weaving, tailoring and embroidery, cattle fattening, agriculture, 
home economics, plumbing, electrical work, hairdressing, hollow 
ISVJR�HUK�JVIISLZ[VUL�WYVK\J[PVU��:V�MHY���������̂ VTLU��PUTH[LZ�
have been trained in Business Development Skills (BDS). Training of 
[YHPULYZ� �;6;�� ^HZ� HSZV� WYV]PKLK� [V�  �� ����� MLTHSLZ�� PUTH[LZ��
As a result of the skills and cooperative training provided at 
the prison, the prison administration reports that the number
VM�YLWLH[�VMMLUKLYZ�OHZ�YLK\JLK�]LY`�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�^OLU�JVTWHYLK�
to past years.

Business Development Skills and 
Vocational Training 
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The Prison Cooperatives
While the majority of cooperatives are organized under the 
construction and textile sectors, the remaining members are 
engaged in service and agricultural activities. Although the 
U\TILY�VM�^VTLU�PUTH[LZ�OHZ�KLJSPULK�MYVT�HYV\UK�����H[�[OL�
ILNPUUPUN�VM�[OL�WYVQLJ[�[V����H[�[OL�LUK�VM�[OL�WYVQLJ[�WLYPVK��HSS�
women inmates are members of at least one cooperative society.   

-PYZ[S �̀� [OL� PUTH[LZ� HYL� HSSV^LK� [V� LZ[HISPZO� JVVWLYH[P]LZ� VM�
their own. Once awareness creation activities are carried 
out by the prison administration, the regional cooperative of-
ÄJL� HUK� 4:,� (NLUJ �̀� :LJVUKS �̀� PU[LUZP]L� [YHPUPUN� PZ� WYV]PKLK�
on cooperative management, business development ser-
]PJLZ�� HUK� TPJYVÄUHUJL�� ;OPYKS �̀� [OL� ;PNYH`� ;LJOUPJHS� =VJH-
tional Education and Trainings (TVET) agency is involved in skill 
development training programs in a variety of professions 
including masonry, wood and metal works, plumbing, 
LSLJ[YPJP[ �̀�L[J���-PUHUJPHS�LK\JH[PVU�PZ�HSZV�WYV]PKLK�PU�JVSSHIVYH[PVU�
with DECSI.  These coordinated activities are the main reasons for 
[OL�I\ZPULZZ�Z\JJLZZ�HUK�WYVÄ[HIPSP[`�VM�[OL�WYPZVU�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�

Many of the investments needed to start production were 
ÄUHUJLK� I`� SVHUZ� MYVT� +,*:0�� KPZI\YZLK� KPYLJ[S`� [V� [OL�
respective cooperatives but backed by a guarantee 
offered by the prison administration. Repayment rates are 
excellent.  The original loans have been partially repaid on 
schedule and additional funds borrowed for needed improvements. 

The cooperatives are relatively small, consisting of between 
��� HUK� ���� TLTILYZ�� ^OPJO� PZ� X\P[L� [`WPJHS� MVY� WYVK\JLY�
cooperatives. During peak order seasons, some cooperatives hire 
workers since they cannot cope with the demand for their 
products. Cooperative members earn monthly cash income 
between 600 to 900 birr, which is above average wage levels 
paid in the private sector in the area. Once released from jail, 
cooperative members may request the reimbursement of their 
share or decide to remain members.
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The Business Case of Cooperatives 

The cooperative societies in Tigray are organized by members on 
a voluntary basis. They are legally established to engage with the 
business environment in the production and service areas on sound 
business principles. The same is true for the cooperatives in the 
4LRLSSL�WYPZVU��;OLYL�HYL����JVVWLYH[P]LZ�LUNHNLK�PU�]HYPV\Z�HYLHZ�
including construction, weaving, agriculture, trade and services.  

0U� [LYTZ� VM� [OLPY� WYVÄ[HIPSP[ �̀� YLWVY[Z� MYVT� [OL� JVVWLYH[P]LZ� ZOV^�
[OH[�[OLPY�I\ZPULZZLZ�HYL�]LY`�Z\JJLZZM\S� PU�NLULYH[PUN�WYVÄ[Z��-VY�
instance, the total annual turnover for ten of the cooperatives was 
HIV\[�����TPSSPVU�IPYY��̂ P[O�[V[HS�LX\P[`�[OH[�OHZ�YPZLU�MYVT��������IPYY�
[V� ���� ��IPYY�PU�VUL�`LHY��(SS�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�OH]L�HJOPL]LK�WVZP[P]L�
performance, and many are paying an average salary of 600 birr per 
TVU[O����;OL�YLTHPUKLY�VM�[OL�WYVÄ[�HM[LY�ZHSHY`�HUK�V[OLY�L_WLUZLZ�
will eventually be distributed to members and/or saved for growing 
the business).
  
As they set up cooperatives, inmates are given training that covers 
cooperative principles, the main legal provisions of the Cooperatives 

Proclamation, their rights and obligations, organizational structures 
VM�JVVWLYH[P]LZ��K\[PLZ�VM�VMÄJL�ILHYLYZ��I\ZPULZZ�WSHUUPUN��ÄUHUJPHS�
management, internal controls, etc.  

;OL� WYVQLJ[� OHZ� [YHPULK� ��� ^VTLU� PUTH[LZ� HTVUN� ����
cooperative leaders in team building, division of tasks, accounting, 
governance, savings, loans and micro-insurance. It is encouraging 
to see the experience of the Mekelle prison facility where strong 
cooperatives are working together for a common goal. The 
YLWVY[Z� MVY� ����� VM� [OL� WYPZVU� VMÄJL� Z[H[LZ� [OH[� ;=,;� HUK� [OL
agricultural college in Wukro trained a large number of 
PUTH[LZ� K\YPUN� [OL� SHZ[� MV\Y� `LHYZ�� HUK� [OH[� ZVTL� ��  � QVIZ
�^LYL�JYLH[LK�K\YPUN�[OL�WLYPVK���� �[V������ PUZPKL�HUK�V\[ZPKL�
the prison with the majority of jobs in the areas of 
construction, production of building materials, weaving and 
HNYPJ\S[\YL�� ��� TPSSPVU� IPYY� ^VY[O� VM� JVVWLYH[P]L� I\ZPULZZ� ^HZ�
also created under the project in constructing the prison’s 
training facilities.
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ILO and Cooperatives
The ILO views cooperatives as important in improving the living and 
working conditions of women and men globally as well as making 
essential infrastructure and services available.   

�� Under the ILO Constitution cooperative organizations have con-
sultative status. This is in recognition of the fact that coopera-
tives provide for direct, indirect and self-employment in great 
numbers and that they contribute to securing the livelihoods of 
H� ZPNUPÄJHU[� WVY[PVU� VM� [OL�^VYSK»Z� WVW\SH[PVU�� ;OL`� WYV]PKL� H�
special framework for social dialogue and social security and 
give a voice to many who would otherwise remain unheard.

�� The Cooperatives Unit of the ILO is part of the Enterprises De-
partment. Within the UN system, the ILO is the only international 
organization to have a general, explicit mandate to work on co-
operatives through its Cooperative Unit. 

�� The Cooperatives Unit serves ILO constituents and cooperative 
organizations in four priority areas: 

�
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��  Raising public awareness on cooperatives through 
 evidence based advocacy and sensitization to coop- 
 erative values and principles;

��  Ensuring the competitiveness of cooperatives by 
 developing tailored tools for cooperative stakeholders 
 including management training, audit manuals and 
 assistance program. 

��  Promoting the Inclusion of teaching of cooperative 
 principles and practices at all levels of the national 
 education and training systems; and, 

��  Providing advice on cooperative policy and cooperative  
 law, including participatory policy and law making and  
 the impact on cooperatives of taxation policies, labour  
 law, accounting standards, and competition law among 

 others.



1. Voluntary and Open Membership

Cooperatives are voluntary organizations, open to all people able to 
use its services and willing to accept the responsibilities of member-
ship, without gender, social, racial, political or religious discrimination.

2. Democratic Member Control

Cooperatives are democratic organizations controlled by their 
members—those who buy the goods or use the services of the 
cooperative—who actively participate in setting policies and making 
decisions.

3. Members’ Economic Participation

Members contribute equally to, and democratically control, the 
JHWP[HS�VM�[OL�JVVWLYH[P]L��;OPZ�ILULÄ[Z�TLTILYZ�PU�WYVWVY[PVU�[V�
the business they conduct with the cooperative rather than on the 
capital invested.

4. Autonomy and Independence

Cooperatives are autonomous, self-help organizations controlled 
by their members. If the co-op enters into agreements with other 

organizations or raises capital from external sources, it is done so 
based on terms that ensure democratic control by the members 
and maintains the cooperative’s autonomy.

5. Education, Training and Information

Cooperatives provide education and training for members, 
elected representatives, managers and employees so they can 
contribute effectively to the development of their cooperative. 
Members also inform the general public about the nature and ben-
LÄ[Z�VM�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�

6. Cooperation among Cooperatives

Cooperatives serve their members most effectively and strength-
en the cooperative movement by working together through local, 
national, regional and international structures.

7. Concern for Community

While focusing on member needs, cooperatives work for the 
sustainable development of communities through policies and 
programs accepted by the members.

Cooperative Principles: 
Cooperatives around the world generally operate according to the same core principles and values, adopted by the International Co-operative 
(SSPHUJL�PU��  ����
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Training in skills that are in demand
The training provided with the improved facilities of MPA has created 
a vast pool of technically skilled quality labor force that can quickly 
Ä[�PU[V�[OL�^VYRPUN�LU]PYVUTLU[�^P[OPU�HUK�V\[ZPKL�[OL�WYPZVU��-VY�
instance, the labor force obtained in the correctional center 
carried out all the construction activities in the Mekelle prison 
facility.  Although all the contracts were given to the cooperatives 
inside the prison, the bidding processes were equally open for any 
contractors in the market. 

0UTH[LZ� [YHPULK� PU� THRPUN� JVIISLZ[VUL� JHU� LHZPS`� Ä[� PU[V� [OL�
massive cobble stone activities in Mekelle and towns in the 
YLNPVU��:VTL�HYL�L]LU�LUNHNLK�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�VM�TL[HS�HUK�̂ VVK^VYRZ��
LHZPS`�NL[[PUN�LTWSV`TLU[�I`�WYLZLU[PUN�[OLPY� [YHPUPUN�JLY[PÄJH[LZ���

Women inmates are trained in different professions. Except 
elderly women who don’t want to join the cooperatives or the 
training provided to inmates, all women inmates are trained in 
various skills that are in demand when they are released from 
prison. With the newly equipped training facility, more and more 
youth inmates especially women will be trained in skills that will 
provide them with sustainable livelihoods in the outside world.

In addition to technical skills, women inmates are trained in 
business development services so that they can create small 
businesses that would enable them to run successful enterprises.   

Gender  
One of the best practices in Mekelle prison is the priority given 
to female inmates. Although their numbers are small, the prison 
HKTPUPZ[YH[PVU� NP]LZ� ZWLJPHS� MVJ\Z� [V�^VTLU�� (STVZ[�  ���VM� [OL�
female inmates have access to different skill training opportunities 
before they leave the center. 

Except a few women inmates who don’t want to attend schools 
ILJH\ZL�VM�[OLPY�HNL�VY�[OL`�HYL�HIV]L�NYHKL�����HSTVZ[�HSS�^VTLU�
are seriously attending formal education and other training activities 
NP]LU�PU�[OL�JLU[LY��0U�UPUL�V\[�VM�[OL�ÄYZ[�[LU�JVVWLYH[P]LZ��^VTLU�
inmates are members of these cooperatives with some of them 
holding leadership positions.
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Training and Education for Street 
Kids: A Better way for Reducing 
Juvenile Crime
The prison administration and the cooperative leaders pursued a 
plan for the establishment of a housing, training and production 
JVTWV\UK� V\[ZPKL� [OL� WYPZVU� ^HSSZ� [V� HJJVTTVKH[L� \W� [V� ����
street children in order to prevent them from becoming criminals. 

;OL� JP[`� VM� 4LRLSSL� OHZ� WYV]PKLK� H� WSV[� VM� ������� ZX\HYL�
TL[LYZ�Z\MÄJPLU[�MVY�H�]HYPL[`�VM�̂ VYRZOVWZ��HU�LSLTLU[HY`�ZJOVVS��H�
dispensary and a technical and vocational training center. 

The project has completed construction of residential quarters and 
H�[YHPUPUN�^VYRZOVW�[OH[�^PSS�PUP[PHSS`�HJJVTTVKH[L����JOPSKYLU�

Financial Empowerment of 
Prisoners
As the cooperatives are entering into a competitive business 
environment, they are required to be trained in the proper 
THUHNLTLU[� VM� [OLPY� TH[LYPHS� HUK� ÄUHUJPHS� YLZV\YJLZ�� ;OL�
cooperative societies in the Mekelle prison are also trained in the 
most common and basic business related practices before they 
VI[HPU� SVHUZ�� >OPSL� [OL� JYLKP[� VMÄJLYZ� PU� [OL� Z\I� IYHUJO� HYL�
VYPLU[PUN� [OL� JVVWLYH[P]LZ�VU� [OL� ÄUHUJPHS� KLSP]LY`�TLJOHUPZT�VM�
[OL�PUZ[P[\[PVU��H�TVYL�HK]HUJLK�JVTWYLOLUZP]L�ÄUHUJPHS�LK\JH[PVU�
was conducted. 

Under the project, the cooperatives have received training in 
business development services, accounting, governance, savings 
and credit, insurance and the management of small businesses. 
More importantly, the cooperatives were well acquainted with the 
necessary knowledge on the proper utilization of credit resources 
and the importance of savings and micro-insurance to cover main 
risk factors for their businesses.  
 
Once they establish the cooperatives and develop their business 
WSHUZ�� [OL`� ILJVTL� X\HSPÄLK� MVY� SVHUZ� HUK� V[OLY� ZLY]PJLZ�� ;OL�
WYPZVU� VMÄJL� PZ� HSZV� YLZWVUZPISL� MVY� JYLH[PUN� SPURHNLZ� ^P[O� V[OLY�
organizations to market their products and services, and the 
promotion of their products to the public. Such harmony and 
integration among the stakeholders today is one of the reasons 
MVY�[OL�]PHIPSP[`�VM�[OL�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�HUK�[OLPY�ÄUHUJPHS�Z\JJLZZ���

;OL�WYPZVU�JVVWLYH[P]LZ�HYL�HSS�WYVÄ[HISL"�[OL`�WH`�YLHZVUHISL�ZHSH-
ries to their members, cover all their expenses and loans and have 
H�THYNPU�MVY�WYVÄ[Z�[OH[�[OL`�ZH]L�MVY�W\YWVZLZ�VM�M\[\YL�NYV^[O��

Individual coop members that were receiving money from family and 
friends are now able to make remittances to support their families.
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The DECSI Prison Branch
-PUHUJPHS� PUJS\ZPVU� YLHJOLK� [OL� 4LRLSSL� 7YPZVU� ^P[O� [OL�
VWLUPUN�VM�[OL�+,*:0�TPJYVÄUHUJL�IYHUJO�VMÄJL�^P[OPU�[OL�WYPZVU�
compound.  This enabled the prison cooperatives to access 
banking services, and prisoners were able to open savings 
accounts and make remittances to support their families outside 
[OL�WYPZVU��-VY�HSTVZ[�HSS�WYPZVU�PUTH[LZ�^OV�^LYL�UV[�WYL]PV\ZS`�
exposed to banking operations, DECSI opened their eyes to ‘trust-
PUN»�H�ÄUHUJPHS�PUZ[P[\[PVU�HUK�KLWVZP[PUN�[OLPY�LHYUPUNZ��;O\Z��[Y\Z[�
I\PSKPUN�PZ�VUL�VM�[OL�OPNOSPNO[Z�VM�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�PUJS\ZPVU�WYVNYHT��
(�[OVYV\NO�WYVQLJ[�HWWYHPZHS� PZ�JVUK\J[LK�I`�[OL� SVHU�VMÄJLYZ�VM�
+,*:0� HSVUNZPKL� H� VUL�^LLR� ÄUHUJPHS� SP[LYHJ`� WYVNYHT� VU� ZH]-
ings, credit and micro-insurance. While only cooperatives can use 
[OL�JYLKP[�ZLY]PJLZ��HSS� [OL�ÄUHUJPHS�ZLY]PJLZ�Z\JO�HZ�ZH]PUNZ�HUK�
local remittance services are open for all inmates in the prison. 

In addition, many cooperatives have opened collective accounts to 
accumulate funds for investment in new machinery or equipment. So 
MHY�ZVTL�����PUTH[LZ�OVSK�ZH]PUNZ�HJJV\U[Z�̂ P[O�[OL�+,*:0�IYHUJO�
^P[OPU� [OL� WYPZVU�� HUK� H]LYHNL� ZH]PUNZ� HYL� PU� L_JLZZ� ������IPYY��

Once their activities and business plans were critically 
L_HTPULK�� +,*:0� Z[HY[LK� ÄUHUJPUN� [OL� JVVWLYH[P]LZ� VU� H�
group guarantee basis with a commitment from the prison 
VMÄJL�[V�TVUP[VY� [OLPY�HJ[P]P[PLZ��:V�MHY�H�[V[HS�VM����JVVWLYH[P]LZ�
OH]L�Z\ITP[[LK�[OLPY�YLX\LZ[Z�MVY�SVHUZ�HUK����OH]L�HSYLHK`�[HRLU�
VUL� HTV\U[PUN� [V� ����TPSSPVU� IPYY� HUK� YLWHPK�  ��� VM� [OL� SVHUZ��
7YPZVU�PUTH[LZ�OH]L�HSZV�ZH]LK�H�[V[HS�VM������TPSSPVU�IPYY���,X\HSS`�
important, in the past, inmates were receiving money from rela-
[P]LZ� MVY�LZZLU[PHS�L_WLUZLZ�HUK�UV^�[OL`�HYL�THRPUN�ZPNUPÄJHU[�
remittances every month to support relatives and family members.  

As a saving led institution, DECSI is focusing on areas of 
savings to motivate inmates to deposit part of their income 
in the form of savings for future investments. One of the new 
interventions added during the training program was 
micro-insurance to meet the needs of borrowers. A training manual 
was prepared on risk and insurance and was delivered to more than 
����JVVWLYH[P]L� SLHKLYZ�HTVUN�^OVT����^LYL�^VTLU�PUTH[LZ�
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-PUHUJPHS� SP[LYHJ`� [YHPUPUN� PZ� WYV]PKLK� [V� HSS� TLTILYZ� VM�
WYPZVU� JVVWLYH[P]LZ� HZ� H� JVUKP[PVU� [V� X\HSPM`� MVY� SVHUZ�� -VY� [OL�
inmates, the training is not only theoretical, but also builds on 
the practical application of the key concepts taught, DECSI, has 
VWLULK� \W� H� TPJYV�ÄUHUJL� IYHUJO� ^P[OPU� [OL� WYPZVU� WYLTPZLZ�

Topics covered include:

Managing personal incomes: +LÄUPUN�WLYZVUHS�WYPVYP[PLZ�HUK�I\KNL[��
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�ZOVY[�HUK�TLKP\T�[LYT�ÄUHUJPHS�ULLKZ�HUK�WSHUUPUN�
accordingly. They discuss the value of maintaining a bank account 
and saving constantly. (The banked inmate population in Mekelle 
WYPZVU�PZ����[PTLZ�OPNOLY�[OHU�[OL�UH[PVUHS�H]LYHNL��

Savings: Co-op leaders are taught the importance of saving a frac-
tion of income so that resources are accumulated for asset building 
and investments.

Credit:  Good and bad practices in borrowing are discussed. Bor-
rowing for asset building instead of borrowing for consumption is 
explained and individuals and co-op members discuss their poten-
tials and aspirations.

Micro-insurance: Managing household and business risks, the 
function of insurance and how insurance can serve to enhance 
savings, serve as collateral for individuals and MSE businesses that 
may not get access to credit for lack of assets to pledge as collat-
eral and provide security for the household and/or MSE businesses.  

Financial Literacy Training covering Savings, Credit and Microinsurance 
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What is Microinsurance? 

In developing countries, the vast majority of 
low-income households lack access to 
insurance and other forms of social protection, 
including health services. Low-income per-
sons live in riskier environments than the rest of 
the population, are more vulnerable to various 
perils and are the least able to cope when crises 
do occur. It is the poor that are most in need of 
affordable and accessible insurance services.

Micro-insurance is an excellent tool for the 
protection of the livelihoods of the working poor 
and for savings mobilization. Traditional credit 
insurance protects the lender in the event of death 
of the insured borrower before the debt has been 
repaid in full. Client focused micro-insurance 
products available in Ethiopia also cover losses 
arising from accident and disability, illness and 
maternity. In addition to protecting the lender 
against default arising from the above-mentioned 
risks, micro-insurance also serves as excellent 
collateral for low-income borrowers who would 
otherwise not provide a guarantee to qualify for a 
loan.

The following simple example illustrates the 
dramatic access to insurance services can have 
on the life of poor people. In the absence of 
micro-insurance (crop insurance in this case), 
farmers would plant half of the seeds available to 
them and hold the other half so that they have 
seeds for the next planting season, if the harvest 
fails. If the harvest was good, farmers would have 
produced half of their potential output. If insured, 
farmers would have used all the seeds they have 
during the planting season. If the harvest turned 
poor, the insurer would provide seeds for the next 
planting season plus food for the farmer’s sub-
sistence until the next harvest. If the harvest were 
good, the farmer would have doubled his/her out-
put, substantially contributing to food security and 
poverty alleviation. 

:PTPSHYS �̀� [OL�ILULÄ[� VM�TPJYV�PUZ\YHUJL� PU� OLHS[O��
life and asset insurance can be argued strongly 
for low-income urban workers, women and youth 
engaged in MSME activities, etc.  
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Construction Work Completed by the Project: 

�

�

The project supported the upgrading of and the construction of new existing buildings:

The clinic was upgraded and expanded

Two metal and woodwork training workshops have been constructed 
and equipped

A street children’s quarter has been constructed and furnished

�
A display room for various products of the prison co-ops has been constructed

� �A banking branch for DECSI has ben constructed and furnished
36



�

Living Conditions of Women in Mekelle Prison
The new facilities in women’s compound include new kitchen area and playground for kids living with inmate mothers. 
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The quarters for women inmates have been furnished and a playground for the children of women prisoners also constructed.
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 I have been sentenced to prison for ten years when you 
have nothing to do it is easy to become preoccupied with anger 

and frustration about your situation I had 
initially suffered from depression when I 
ÄYZ[�HYYP]LK"�0�L]LU�[YPLK�[V�RPSS�T`ZLSM�0�^HZ�
then informed about work opportunities 
offered by the prison and so I joined a 
cooperative involved in the production of 
building blocks very quickly my depres-
sion was replaced with work satisfaction 
Now the cooperative is working and pay-
ing back the credit we have taken from 
DECSI the cooperative will very soon 
Z[HY[�[V�THRL�H�WYVÄ[�� 

 

Inmate Nigiste Weldu

9LÅLJ[PVUZ�MYVT�7YPZVU�0UTH[LZ���

”

� 4`�L_WLYPLUJL�VM�[OL�ZP[\H[PVU�^OLU�0�ÄYZ[�LU[LYLK�[OL�WYPZ-
on was that it was unbearable I found that not having anything to 
do made my situation seem very bleak when we were offered the 

chance to work we received technical 
training inside prison and this allowed us 
to form a woodwork cooperative we took 
a 200,000 birr credit loan from DECSI 
and we are now running the business 
very successfully what I have learnt from 
this business experience is extremely 
valuable and will remain with me for the 
rest of my life.   

 Inmate Weyni Alem

“

”

 I entered prison because I belonged to a gang of thieves 
While I have been here I have managed to complete my high 
school education within the prison and am now a college stu-

dent I am currently studying Marketing 
Management through distance education 
and will graduate next year, the salary I 
have been able to earn from working as 
a member of a cooperative has provided 
TL�^P[O�H�ZHSHY`"�[OPZ�HSSV^Z�TL�[V�JV]LY�
T`�LK\JH[PVUHS� MLLZ� 0�HT�JVUÄKLU[� [OH[�
when I am released from prison I will live 
a very different life and will no longer be a 
thief as I now have better options thanks 
to my educational experience here. Inmate 

“

”

 During my time as an inmate I have been studying for a 
diploma in law through long distance education I have also been 
engaged in a cooperative that produces building blocks with the 

money I earn from the cooperative I 
am able to cover my education  I am 
also able to support my brothers and 
sisters by buying them educational 
resources such as pens and exercise 
books...

Inmate Negash Abreha

“

”

“
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�

Inmate Zufan Gebre

�

/PSPM[P�.LIYLRPYVZ��HNLK����� PZ�H�KP]VYJLK�TV[OLY�^P[O� [^V�JOPSKYLU�
aged 8 and 6. She has been sentenced to 6 years in prison and has 
already served nine months. She was charged with issues related 
to producing false documents in relation to customs while working 
as a trader.

     While serving my prison sentence I decided to increase my skilled 
capacity by training in multiple different skills offered by the prison.  I 
have been trained in woodwork as well as in business management, 
I am working as a cashier for an ‘Agricultural and Home Economics 
Products Cooperative’. Our cooperative already has a capital of ETB 
18,000.  I believe that my training here should enable me to set up a 
wood workshop once I have served my prison term my ambition is 
to be a responsible citizen and a good model for my kids. 

Inmate Hilifti Gebrekiros

“

Zufan is an inmate with an 
exceptional involvement in 
the Mekelle prison coopera-
[P]L�ZJOLTL��:OL�PZ����`LHYZ�
VSK� HUK� ^HZ� H� ��[O� NYHKL�
student. She quit school 
and worked as a housemaid 
before being convicted of 
stealing from her employers.

 Before I entered the 
prison I was scared that it 
was going to be frightening. 
I am now realising that it’s 

actually the opposite. After 2 months in the prison I was part of 
a cooperative trading household. I am currently the cooperative’s 
secretary and my responsibilities include recording cash and stock 
receipts, payments and preparing  monthly transaction reports. The 
cooperative has two shops inside the prison. We have a capital 
of 20,000 birr, which is about 2000 birr per cooperative member. 
We are working hard to increase our capital so that we can sup-
ply a variety of good quality products to inmates. I am also being 
trained as a hairdresser. I see a bright future free of crime and full of 
employment opportunities due to the prison training. I have plans 
to manage a small retail business, continue my education, have my 
own house, a family and lead a happy life.”

“

�

2PYVZ�PZ�PU�OLY�[^LU[PLZ�HUK�OHZ�H�ZVU�HNLK���`LHYZ�SP]PUN�^P[O�OLY�PUZPKL�[OL�WYPZVU��:OL�OHZ�ILLU�ZLU[LUJLK�MVY�
Ä]L�`LHYZ�MVY�LTILaaSPUN�NV]LYUTLU[�TVUL`�HZ�H�NV]LYUTLU[�JHZOPLY��([�[OL�[PTL�VM�OLY�HYYLZ[�ZOL�OHK�H�KPWSVTH�
HUK�^HZ�PU�[OL�WYVJLZZ�VM�W\YZ\PUN�OLY�ÄYZ[�KLNYLL��

What distinguishes inmate Kiros from other inmates is that she is an expert in hairdressing and has been able 
to provide training to other female inmates, which has provided her with income generating opportunities inside 
WYPZVU���:OL�J\YYLU[S`�LHYUZ���������IPYY��<:+��������WLY�TVU[O�HSSV^PUN�OLY�[V�Z\WWVY[�OLYZLSM�HUK�OLY�JOPSK��:V�
MHY��2PYVZ�OHZ�[YHPULK����PUTH[LZ�PU�OHPYKYLZZPUN��

 While in prison I have received training in electrical works, plumbing, woodwork, and poultry farming. I 
HT�]LY`�OHWW`�[V�ZH`�[OH[�0�OH]L�HJOPL]LK�JLY[PÄJH[LZ�PU�HSS�VM�[OLT��0�OH]L�SLHYU[�H�SV[�^OPSL�ILPUN�OLYL�HUK�HT�
now looking forward to having a hairdressing business as a means of income and career satisfaction when I am 
released. I look forward to offering employment and training opportunities to others.

“

Inmate Kiros Atey
”
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0UTH[L�(STHa�.LIYPLS������^HZ�H�NV]LYUTLU[�LTWSV`LL�^VYRPUN�HZ�H�JHZOPLY�HUK�^HZ�ZLU[LUJLK�[V���`LHYZ�PU�WYPZVU�Z[LHSPUN�MYVT�OLY�LT-
ployers

>OPSL�ZLY]PUN�OLY�WYPZVU�ZLU[LUJL��ZOL� QVPULK�H�JVVWLYH[P]L�VM����TLTILYZ�RUV^U�HZ���
‘Lemlem Raya Home Economics Products Cooperative’. The cooperative has since been 
able to fully repay the initial capital loan from the prison center and has been therefore 
eligible for increased credit loans to help build the enterprise.  Almaz has also been able 
to earn her diploma in accounting via distance education while in the prison

        I have been amazed to discover how prison life is like a university. I have made 
a dedicated effort to take advantage of all the various skills training offered by the prison. 
0�OH]L�LHYULK�JLY[PÄJH[LZ�PU�WS\TIPUN��^VVK^VYR��WPN�YLHYPUN�HUK�ILH\[`�ZHSVU�[YHPUPUN��
The cooperative experience has allowed me to earn an income while in prison.My life has 
become focused on productive activities such as preparing saleable items for my coop-
erative such as groundnuts, fried barley (‘kollo’), ground pulses, etc. I am currently the 
ÄUHUJL�VMÄJLY�MVY�[OL�JVVWLYH[P]L�HUK�THUHNL�HSS�ÄUHUJPHS�[YHUZHJ[PVUZ��0�MLLS�[OH[�T`�SPML��

            has changed in so many ways and I am certain that my training experience will help me 
            to be successful when I leave the prison.

Having accomplished skilled competence in various disciplines Alma is determined to open a metal and wood workshop with her brothers by 
borrowing from one of the credit institutions. 

�
Inmate Almaz Gebriel

”

“

�

.LIYL�4HYPHT�(ZZLMH�PZ�����THYYPLK�HUK�H�MH[OLY�VM�H���`LHY�VSK�JOPSK��/L�^HZ�H�KYP]LY�HUK�^HZ�ZLU[LUJLK�MVY����`LHYZ�MVY�KP]LY[PUN�JLTLU[�
MVY�OPZ�V^U�ILULÄ[��/L�PZ�J\YYLU[S`�H�JHZOPLY�VM�[OL�7HN\TL�/VSSV^�*VUJYL[L�)SVJR�THRPUN�JVVWLYH[P]L��^OPJO�Z\WWSPLZ�JVUJYL[L�ISVJRZ�MVY�
the construction of various ILO/IDC supported projects in the prison as well as clients in town. 

G. Mariam is an active participant in the various prison activities and has involved himself in many training 
activities such as business management, hollow concrete block making, embroidery, weaving and cattle 
MH[[LUPUN��/L�OHZ�YLJLP]LK�JLY[PÄJH[LZ�PU�TVZ[�VM�[OLZL�[YHPUPUN�WYVNYHTZ��

;OL�JVVWLYH[P]L�PU�^OPJO�.��4HYPHT�PZ�H�TLTILY�OHZ����TLTILYZ����MLTHSL�HUK� �THSL��HUK�^HZ�[OL�
ÄYZ[�[V�NL[�JYLKP[�VM��������IPYY��<:+��������MYVT�+,*:0��;OL�JV�VW�OHZ�M\SS`�YLWHPK�[OL�SVHU�HUK�UV^�
OHZ�LUV\NO�JHWP[HS�[V�Y\U�HZ�H�WYVÄ[�THRPUN�I\ZPULZZ��

He says,    I�OH]L��ILULÄ[LK�HZ�H�JVVWLYH[P]L�TLTILY�HZ�H�YLZ\S[�VM�HSS�[OL�]HYPV\Z�[YHPUPUN�PU�THU`�KP-
verse skills. I am enjoying being continually engaged with productive activities. I earn 400 birr  (USD 22) 

per month. After I am released I plan to open a micro business and be a successful businessman. I am very thankful for the training I have 
received and the experience I have gained in this prison. 

Gebre Mariam has been rewarded for his good behaviour inside prison with the privilege of living independently.  He lives outside the main 
gate of the prison close to the cooperative.
   

“

”
Gebre Mariam Assefa
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;PISL[Z�(THYL�PZ�H����`LHY�VSK�^VTHU�MYVT�H�Y\YHS�HYLH�PU�;PNYH`�YLNPVU��:OL�PZ�H�THYYPLK�^VTHU�
HUK�H�TV[OLY�VM���JOPSKYLU��/LY���`LHY�VSK�ZVU�SP]LZ�^P[O�OLY�PU�[OL�WYPZVU��:OL�^HZ�ZLU[LUJLK�[V�
one year and eight months for kicking another woman. She is illiterate and until now has had no 
opportunity to attend school due to her early marriage.

  0�OH]L�Z[Y\NNSLK�[V�ÄUK�[PTL�[V�H[[LUK�ZJOVVS�PUZPKL�[OL�WYPZVU�ILJH\ZL�VM�[OL�KL-
mands of being a mother. I must engage myself in productive activities to support my children at 
home. I have managed to dedicate some time to producing cotton yarn as a member of a coop-
erative. I earn an average income of 300 birr (USD 17) per month. With this I have been able to 
regularly send household provisions to my children at home. The experience at Makelle Prison has 
taught me a lot. I will, in no way, engage in offensive activities in the future, instead I want to serve 
 my family and my community in the best way I can.

0UTH[L�9PNIL�2PKHUL�PZ�H����`LHY�VSK�THYYPLK�^VTHU�^P[O���RPKZ��:OL�^HZ�JOHYNLK�^P[O�HI\ZL�VM�
authority and sentenced to 8 years in prison. She already has a bachelor’s degree in accounting and 
has extensive experience working in the public sector. Rigbe has undertaken various training courses 
HUK�OHZ�HSZV�LUNHNLK�OLYZLSM�PU�[YHPUPUN�V[OLYZ��:OL�PZ�VUL�VM�[OL����JVYL�JVTTP[[LL�TLTILYZ�VM�[OL�
center representing the interests of female inmates.

 I have made an effort to participate as much as I can in the training offered by the prison. I 
am a member of the prison’s Pagume Construction Materials Cooperative, which produces hollow 
concrete blocks. The cooperative has recently won a prestigious bid to produce and supply blocks for 
H�I\PSKPUN�WYVQLJ[�ÄUHUJLK�I`�[OL�0U[LYUH[PVUHS�3HIV\Y�6YNHUPaH[PVU��036���0�OH]L�HSZV�HJOPL]LK�JLY[P-
ÄJH[PVU�PU�TL[HS�HUK�^VVK^VYR��OHPYKYLZZPUN�HUK�LSLJ[YPJHS�^VYR��0�YLHSS`�LUQV`�[YHPUPUN�V[OLY�PUTH[LZ�
and sharing my professional skills in bookkeeping, budgeting and auditing.

By virtue of her educational level and experience she is playing a leading role in the cooperative, which 
OHZ�H�JHWP[HS�VM��������IPYY���:OL�WYV]PKLZ�IVVRRLLWPUN�[YHPUPUN�[V�L_LJ\[P]L�JVTTP[[LL�TLTILYZ�VM�
prison cooperatives. 

When Rigbe was asked about her ambition after her release she said:     I have learnt a lot from my 
stay in the prison. It is a learning ground. I am trying to be a productive citizen. My dream is to com-
bine further education and work in one or two of the skilled disciplines I have trained in. I am also 
planning to continue my education by studying chartered accounting (ACCA).

“

Inmate Rigbe Kidane 

”

”

“

�
Inmate Tiblets Amare 
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Mekelle Prison Project is a Replicable Model

The Mekelle prison center is a model prison unit 
because of its pioneering approach to skills development, 
enterprise building, collaboration and rehabilitation among 
prison inmates. The centre’s exceptional experiences can be 
easily replicated as best practices in other areas. The prison 
center has transformed itself into being a correctional center 
where inmates have access to transformational skill building 
and income generating opportunities.

The Mekelle Prison Center has become a center of excellence 
and learning. The successful outcome of socio-economically 
transformed inmates can be attributed to a combination of 
factors that include a good policy environment, innovative 
design of skill building cooperative programs, competent 
prison staff and administration to implement the programs, 
high involvement of stakeholders, and the Ethiopian govern-
ment’s commitment to the constitutional rights of prisoners 
in line with international human rights conventions.  This suc-
cessful combination of pro-active factors is responsible for 
radically changing the lives of many prisoners. 

The consequent behavioural transformation of the inmates 
is ultimately responsible for the reduction of potential crimes 
committed in the community and the country. Recognition 
must be given to the Ethiopian government and the regional 
government of Tigray and its determination to support the 
rehabilitation of inmates. Based on the constitutional rights 
of prisoners, the regional government of Tigray has issued 
a new law that allows prisoners to form cooperatives of 
their own and engage in income generating activities. This 
provides an impressive range of opportunities for inmates to 
participate in skill building programs and be optimistic about 
creating a positive future.
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There were some handicraft activities available to inmates 
before the cooperative law of the region was issued and supported 
by the implementation of business process reengineering in the 
Mekelle Prison Center. Most of the prisoners had few opportunities to 
engage in any activities and were consequently very frustrated and 
depressed.  Although some inmates had access to skill training the 
income generated was very negligible due to poor access to em-
ployment inside the prison centre. 

The mood of the prison population changed to being dynamically 
productive and optimistic once the prison administration introduced 
skill training programs in line with the new law that offered oppor-
tunities for all the prisoners to organize themselves as members of 
cooperatives and engage in income generating activities. The call 
for the stakeholders to join the program and their positive respons-
LZ� OHZ� PUZWPYLK� WYPZVULYZ� [V� HJ[P]LS`� WHY[PJPWH[L� HUK� ILULÄ[� MYVT�
the opportunities offered by the skill building programs.  Most of 
the cooperatives in the prison are now engaged in various produc-
tion activities. A large market has been created in the prison center 
for the various items produced by inmate cooperatives including 
traditional clothes, wood and metal products, good quality cobble 
stones, fattened animals, bread, etc. A good amount of income is 
also obtained from the sale of these products and is distributed 
among cooperative members. This dynamic activity is inspiring 
many prisoners to join training programs. A new spirit of competi-
tion and optimism has been created among the prisoners due to 
the increasing opportunities and interventions made by the capacity 
building program of Mekelle prison. 

�

�

Prison Spirit, Before and After Co-ops
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International Reviews on Prison Activities
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Conclusions and Remarks by 
Stakeholders
The lessons learnt by Mekelle prison Centre are particularly 
\ZLM\S�̂ OLYL]LY�JVUÅPJ[��JYPTL�HUK�WV]LY[`�WYLZLU[�JOHSSLUNLZ�
to society. The rehabilitation of prisoners has also been seen 
to help address mass youth unemployment, especially for 
young women. The provision of social, economic and skills 
development content offered by the prison centre has created 
huge opportunities to help overcome gender imbalance. 

There are several programs underway in the prison. There is a 
major skill capacity building program for the inmates. There is 
also a program being prepared to give skill related trainings to 
potential offenders in the city. A new boarding school is under 
JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�[V�NP]L�ZOVY[�[LYT�[YHPUPUN�[V�Z[YLL[�RPKZ�PKLU[PÄLK�
as potential criminal offenders. This will largely include children 
sleeping in the streets with limited access to opportunities to 
improving their lives due to a disconnect with their families 
and relatives. 

The prison transformational process is creating new skilled 
SHIVY� MVYJLZ� [OH[� JHU� LHZPS`� Ä[� PU[V� [OL� L_PZ[PUN� ^VYRPUN�
environment in Ethiopia. Inmates are trained in income 
generating kills and in business development discipline. 
Inmates are now much more familiar with how to create new 
businesses than in the past. Most of the inmates have also 

clearly understood the importance of productively working in 
cooperatives to pool resources and successfully compete in 
the markets.  A new form of partnership has been pioneered 
among the stakeholders to bring holistic behavioral changes 
to the lives of the inmates.

Such changes will result in positive behavioral transformation 
of the inmates once they have been released from prison and 
^PSS�[OLYLMVYL�OLSW�[V�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�YLK\JL�[OL�U\TILY�VM�JYPTLZ�
in the community with the end result being a greater amount 
of peace and stability in society. According to the Mekelle 
WYPZVU��VUS`����̂ LYL�YL[\YULK�[V�[OL�WYPZVU�V\[�VM�H�[V[HS�VM������
released prisoners during one year. This is an indication that 
the potential for crime is substantially reducing once the 
prisoners have received skills training. It has been consistently 
observed that once the inmate has achieved a productive 
capacity for generating income to feed and sustain themselves 
and their families. The likelihood of becoming repeat offenders 
once they have been released is dramatically reduced. 
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ķäȈŉ�đĉƚŉţ�ŰǍơƣ�Ĵâƣķőť�çƳ�ŻďäȊŏƕ�Ʈ÷ƳĄď�Ǡķď�
÷àŸé�ƕđǥ�ĴǒƢƕ�ƐâŢĸŉȜ�ŸĉŌèȜ�ŵđĉ�ĸ�Ɛ�ƞ�ń�Ĵöå�
đƱø� ĴƮĺŇƕ� Ʊĥĥ÷Ōƕ� Ʈ÷ČğƱȜ� ƮǒĉȊŉȜ� ŰČğĞ� ǒȌ�
ƮöȇǸùķŌƕ�÷ŵŸçŉ�Űťƶ�ƐâŢ�ĸŉ�ŠĴĉȚȚ�ãŦù�âƣĵ�
Ĵŉǒå� ŻĄǐǍǣŌƕ� ĴàǍćőť� âǍ� ôťǒđŉ� ƕđǥ� ČĹƚƒ�
ôĹŊő�ŵťƷČȌťţ�ńǒķćƒ�ŵťƷãš�÷ƺĄǒ�ŠƕȚȚ�

đäãŠù� ĴȌĉƺ� ĸŉ� ńȇĉƻķŌƕ� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ƮǍĵ� Ʈâǒ�
ŇćöƖő�äĴƵåŉ�âƣĹ�äôŻđ�ĴđŠ�éĵţ�ŇťǸƕ�ƮńäƱƯ�
ƮĜäùţŠ�úƱ�ŉùâĉŉţ�đéǠţ�ƐđƵƕ�Űùćő�Ƣǐ�ŵťƷãš�
ĴȕæĎƴŏőť� đŉćňǇƖŏőť� ńĜĉǾ� ńǒķćƒ� ÷ƺĄǒ�
ŸńǅôĄ����ƚôŇŉ�ŰéȇƓé�ŰÞť�ĴńǨķǭ�ĴŽéêŏőť�
ƮöǍũ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�ŇćöƖő�ŻǠȈŉ�ǥȊŉ�ńńǸǽńƕ�
ŵƕĜŉ�ƮöǍĴƳķŌƕţ�úƱ�ƮöĜđùķŌƕ�÷ŵŸçŉ�Ÿôãť�
Űéȇƕ�Űùćő�Ƣǐ�ƮöȇǥąĴŉ�áŤŇ�ńôŏőńƓéȚȚ�

ŇćöƖő�ĴĴŹçŌƕ�÷ŵŸçŅ�ŵťƵĜƺôƕ�ƮĎŶé�ĺŇ�ďƳãš�
Ʈé÷ŉ�÷ŵŸé�ôãţŌƕ�ńǍťƣĴƕ�äé÷ŉ�ƮöŠďďĴŉ�Ʈäƕǥ�
÷ŵŸé� ŰƺĉǍƕ� ôĝǠĉ� Ÿǅôą� ƕäƕ� ŰƺĄƓéȚȚ� ŸƠâ�
Űťǒé�ĴôŠďŉ�,/2��ƮŰäù�ČćńŮő�ƺĉǊŉ���äŇćöƖő�
ùō�ƮãŠ�÷ŵŸé�äôȌǠĉ�ĴöƵĄǒ�ĉĹĉĹ�ĴôĨè�÷ĄöƱ�
ĸŉ� ƱđǍŠķƕ� äùĉğŉ� ƮĴğƕ� ƮńäƱƯ� ȔĊǅŽŉ� Űťƶ�
ƮƺǐȌ�÷ďƱ�ŠƕȚȚ�

ŵťƵ�ĶĊŰőťţ�Žéçőť�,/2�ŵƱƵĄǍ�Ʊäƕ�Ʈôťǒđŉ�ȕæĎ�
đŉćňǇ�ĴôƵǍȌ�ƮńĜƵČ�ƚç÷�ŸéĹ�ŵƱôČǍŠ�Ʈôťǒđŉ�
đŉćňǇ�ȕæĎ�ä÷đȊȊŉ�ƮŇćöƖő�ȌçǓŉ�ä÷ûçŉ�Čȉ�
ƮĴǅŉ�ŵǥĄŉ�ŸôŦą�Űťǻĉ�ŸƠâ�ĴĴäǠ�äôĨè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�
ƮńƵĄǍƕť� ƺǐȌ� Ĵ÷đȊŉ� Ĵ÷ƸĴĉ� ƮńäôƵƕť� ŉĹĹĉţ�
ƺǐȌ�ŵťƷǓäĹŉ�ĴƠÞ�ôéŵŽň�ŵǠƳĜƓäÞȚȚ

ƮńŸĴą�ŰŊ�Ýƶę�ƞŠĴ�
ƮŉǒćƳ�Ž�Ĺ�ôťǒđŉ�ƮǸǥŇ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�ĶĊ�ŗçȉ�
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ĴŽéå�ĴöǍũ�÷�ĸŊő�ĴĹƟ�Ėâ�ƮöĢǠą�Ɛťǅé�ȇȅôƕ�ƮŇČą�
ŇćöƖő� ƳǍūåȜ� ŸĒđŉ� ƚôŉ� Ĵȉŉ� ķƵĄǒŠƕ� ǥţŉ� ŰĹơŮō�
ŇćöƖő� ƐǣŊő� ôãţŌƕȜƮƐťǅå� ôťđŴ� Ƶǒú� Ʈđć� ŰǥŠŉ�
ôãš�Ƴâť�ŸƺâŠŉ�ƮöôŠǨƕť�őǒĉ�äôȌŇŉ�Ƶǒú�ŇćöƖŏőť�
ĴúƱţ�đŠ�éĺţ�ŰČéǥŠť�Űùćő�Ƣǐ�ŰƺĉǍť�ä÷ƕǣŉ�ƮöƱđőäť�
Ɯġƺ�ŰƐǣť�ƮńƐČš�đéǠţƖő�Čǥńť�Ĵ÷âĴĉ�ŰƵćǊńť�đć�çƳ�
ŵťƷČ÷ą� Ĵ÷ƺĄǒ� Űùćő� Ƣǐ�ôȌǠĉ� ǅôĉť� ŸƵƵĶŉ÷ƳŽĊ�
ȊƳţťđȜŸņľņȜŸǒĹĉţ�žèǊ�ŸňŽŢŽ�žèǊ�ǐĉ�Ĵôãť�đéǠţƖő�
ŵťČǥ�ŠĴĉȜ�ǠķĹ�ƮŠĴĄƕ�ƮđéǠţ�ŵťġđğĐƱőť�ČȊ�ŵťƷé�àďĹ�
ŰĜĄĹť� ȔĊǅŽŉ� ĜĉǸť� ,/2ť� �ŰƳŴéŶ�� ǐĹƞť� ŰƐťŇƒ� ùçę�
ŰǍŨťȚȚ� ,/2ť� Ÿèêő� ÷äŉ� ,'&2� ǐĉ� � Ĵôãť� ƮńƐČš� ƮŠĴą�
÷ęŠĆƖő� ŵťƷƱƺǎȜ� ǠķĹ� ƮŠĴĄ� ƮđéǠţ� ŵťġđğĐƱŌť� ČȊ�
ŵťƷé�ķƵĄǍéť�ŵǍơ�ČȊȉ�ȔĊǅŽŊő�ńĜĉǸƕ�ńǒķćƒ�ŵťƷãš�
ŰƺĉǍƓéȚȚ

��� ä÷ĄöƱ�ĸő�Űôćĉţ�ŸȌńū�ôžťŦő�ĴŲŉƴǵƱ�Ʈāć�
Űôćĉ�ŲťđņŉƯŉ�äÞäŉ�ďùť�ĴńäƱƯ�ŰĉŵđŊő�đéǠţ�ŵťƷČǡ�
Ĵ÷ƺĄǒ� ƮŰôććőť� Űġù� ǒťķŇ� Ĵ÷ďƵǒ� ŸȌńū� ŰđńƓǽŶ�
ŰƺĉǍƓéȚȚ�

��� Ĵ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅť�Ĵ÷ňĆƱé�Ĵ÷ǠţŸĉ�ƮńäƱƯ�ƮĶĊ�
ĝďĝĒő�ŵťƷûå�ńƵĉǖéȚȚ�

ƮńČą�ȔĊǅŽŊő�
Ò� ƞôţƒ� Ʈãš� ƮƐĉŽĚȔ�ƕƺ� ƖĉŽ� øŇé� ƖĉŽ�� âťǻƖő�

ńǍťĹńƓé�ĴĞ�Ʈãš�÷ęŠĆƖő�ńǍƣńƓé
Ò� ƮŠĴĄƕť� Ÿ�ū� ŵđŸ� ��ū� ŉ�ĸŉ� ĴôǻâȌŉ� Ĵžùȑńĉ� ĴĶĊ�

ĝďĝĒő�ńûéńƕäŉ� ĴĞ� ƮãŠ� ƮôƵĴū�ŉùâĉŉ� ŰǍéǒêŉ�
ŵťƷČǥ�ńƵĉǖéȚȚ�

Ò� ƮŠĴĄƕ� ŽæŢŽ� ńǨ÷Ć� âťǻƖő� Ĵôđćŉ� ŵťƷđȊȊţ� ĴĞ�
ŰǍéǒêŉ�ŵťƷČǥ�ńƵĉǖéȚȚ�

ȔĊǅŽŅ� äĐŉ� ŇćöƖő� ŉéġ� ŉŹĄŉ� � ĴôđǠŉ� ƮŠĴąť� Đŉ�
ŇćöƖő�Ĵõå��������ĴȔĊǅŽŅ�ńǠğö�ãŠƓéȚȚ

ŰǠğçƳ�ƮȔĊǅŽŅ�ȊƳƸ�ĎŇƳ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�đć�ȇǣĆţ�Űùćő�
Ƣǐ� Ʈöȇǥą� ńĥ÷ŉ�ôãţŌƕ� ƮöƱďȝŰǍćőť� ƺâŠŉ� ä÷ǥȊŉ�
ĴùŇƵĉǍƕ�ĉĹĉĹţ�ĴŰùđŉ�ŰôŅ�ƮƜƺǍŉţ�ŉćťđȍĉøęť�Ɯġƺ�
÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�ƮćďŌƕ�ƺĉė�ŵťƷƐǡ�ƮöƱƵĉǒȜ

Ò� èêő�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊőţ�ŰǍĊő�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�đć�ȇǣĆƖő�ôãš�
ŰťƵöőå�ŵťƵ�úƹéţ�÷đń÷ĆƱŠŉ�ƮöƱǍäǒé�ôãšȚȚ�

Ò� Ĵ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ƮńäƱƯ�đéǠţƖő�ĴôđǠŉ�ƢǓő�Ÿ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�
Ɛǥńƕ�ĴńäƱƯ�đć�ĴôČĄ÷ćŉ�ćďŌƕ�ŵťƷőå�ƮöƵĉǒţ�
ƮƐťǅé�ôĜŠđ�ĴŹéù�Ʈćč�ŉéġ�ƺĉė�Ʊäƕ�ȔĊǅŽŉ�ôãš�

Ò�
đäƠâ�ȔĊǅŽŅ�ȊƳƸƕ�ŉéġ�Šƕ�ŵđŸ�ŰÞť�ƺĄđ�ŸçƳ�ČéǣŮő�
ŰČéǥŠţé�äöĜǥåŉ�ŰôŇŉ�ǒť�ĴƮŰôŅ�Ÿ������ĴçƳ�÷ČéǠť�
Ʈöőé�ȔĊǅŽŉ�ŠƕȚȚ

ƮŰŊ�ȇĄƵ�ƮĖƐťƺù�
ƮŉǒćƳ�Ĺðćƒ�ôťǒđŉ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�žöęť�žöęŠĉ���ôéŵŽŉ
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Mr. Fabio Melloni, 

Director of Italian Development Cooperation in Ethiopia. Remark

As a cooperation we are very much engaged in economic 
development and social development for the most vulnerable 
people. I think in Mekelle prison we have found one such group 
of vulnerable people, not just because they are in prison, not just 
because they lost their freedom but also because for the majority 
of the prisoners they committed a crime related to poverty and a 
lack of opportunity. So they have been punished twice. 

0� ^HZ� ÄYZ[� OLYL� PU� ������ 0� ZH^� [OL� HJ[P]P[PLZ� HUK� P[� ^HZ�
demonstrated to me what the capabilities of the prison pro-
ject are. It was then that we decided to support. We have seen 
the positive results and they are very interesting. Now I see 
more cooperation, more participation, more activity, and so the 
project has dramatically improved. The workshops are in 
regular use and the people are working better, they are also work-
ing in greater comfort and safety. 

I also see something that is not related to work or job 
creation, which is very important. I saw how a space has been 
created for children as some inmates unfortunately come here 
with very young children. It is crucial that the children have the 
right to play even if their mother may have done something 
wrong. So I am very happy that an area purposefully created for 
the playful interaction between mothers and their children has 
been achieved.

I think the real challenge now is that other prisons in 
Ethiopia and other prisons all over the world, not just in 
developing countries, can replicate this model. There is 
something extraordinary happening in Mekelle Prison. I will be 
happy in Italy when we can follow Ethiopia’s example in Makelle 
prison. I think this is the real challenge- to transform a prison into 
a place where people are not just punished but also rehabilitated.

Over the past 24 months, the ILO has been honoured to partner 
with the Mekelle Prison Administration, DECSI and Italian Develop-
ment Cooperation in the formulation and implementation of the Me-
kelle Prison Capacity Building Project. The project has turned out to 
be one of the most effective intervention support we have executed 
in the recent past.  We have kept within the project’s time frame and 
we have jointly delivered all the results. For example, all the 5 planned 
building construction and upgrades as well as equipment for training 
purposes have been completed and delivered and are now in use, 
PUJS\KPUN� [OL� X\HY[LYZ� MVY� Z[YLL[� JOPSKYLU�� 0UTH[LZ� HUK� WYPZVU� VMÄJLYZ�
OH]L�YLJLP]LK�[YHPUPUN�YLSL]HU[� [V�[OLPY�TPZZPVU"�HSS�OH]L�YLJLP]LK�ÄUHU-
cial literacy training on managing household incomes, savings, credit and 
microinsurance. We are particularly pleased that women prison 
inmates that numbered over 550 at the beginning of the project have 
been trained, rehabilitated and many have been released, and are in bet-
ter social and economic standing because of the training they have re-
ceived.  

;OL�WYVQLJ[�OHZ� PUKLLK�JOHUNLK� SP]LZ�VM�[OL�ILULÄJPHYPLZ��;OL� PUTH[LZ�
who used to expect support from their families are now the ones 
WYV]PKPUN� ÄUHUJPHS� Z\WWVY[� [V� [OLPY� MHTPSPLZ�� >L� HYL� [HSRPUN� HIV\[�
transforming the lives of people, their families and their communities.  It is 
real, it is not something academic, but people’s lives have been positively 
changed. I wish to congratulate the prisoners who have fully participated 
HUK� LTWV^LYLK� [OLTZLS]LZ�^P[O� ZRPSSZ� HUK� ÄUHUJPHS� RUV^SLKNL� [V� IL�
able to manage their livelihoods successfully both while in prison and 
back at home. Another lesson to draw from the project is that building  
prison walls alone does not reduce crime but empowering women and 
youth that commit criminal activities for lack of economic and social sup-
port does.  We hope this model will be scaled up in Tigray Regional State, 
the rest of Ethiopia and beyond.  

We need to build on and consolidate this success drawing the key 
lessons from the way this project has been implemented so that 
we can continue to have similar success stories in other prisons.  
The commitment, support and leadership provided by the Federal 
Government, the Tigray Regional Government and the Prisons 
Administration is such an important lesson. The commitment of 
the donor, the Italian Development Cooperation (IDC), who not only 
funded the project but also provided technical support and guidance to 
identify what we need to do differently to achieve better results.

George Okutho, 

+PYLJ[VY��036�*V\U[Y`�6MÄJL�MVY�,[OPVWPH�HUK�:VTHSPH��9LTHYR
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Mekelle, Ethiopia – In the presence of Ato Hadis Zenebe, Head 
of Security and Administration, representing His Excellency the 
;PNYH`�9LNPVUHS�7YLZPKLU[��[OL�036�+PYLJ[VY�VM�9LNPVUHS�6MÄJL��
Mr. George Okutho and the Director of Italian Development 
*VVWLYH[PVU� �0+*�� 6MÄJL� VM� (KKPZ� (IHIH��4Y�� -HIPV�4LSSVUP��
the handing over ceremony of the Project ‘EMPOWERMENT 
6-�7,673,� 05�790:65�;/96<./�:2033�(5+� 05*3<:0=,�
-05(5*,� :<7769;� >0;/� :7,*0(3� -6*<:� 65� >64,5�
790:65,9:»� ^HZ� OLSK� VU� ;O\YZKH �̀� ��� 1\UL� ������ PU� [OL�
Mekelle Prison Compound. 

:[HY[LK� PU� ������ [OL� WYVQLJ[� OHZ� ILLU� PTWSLTLU[LK� I`�
036� PU� [OL� WHZ[� `LHY�� [OYV\NO� H� �������� ,\YV� NYHU[� THKL�
available by the Italian Development Cooperation to foster women 
economic empowerment at Mekelle Prison and WISE 
(Organisation for Women in Self-Employment). The Italian 
intervention in support of Mekelle’s inmates came after previous 
similar experiences undertaken by IDC in other countries such 
as Lebanon and Afghanistan. 

The underlying vision of the initiative is to create a prison which 
is aimed at the rehabilitation of inmates through an empowering 
and learning environment and where prisoners are conceived 
as citizens who will be helped to reintegrate themselves into the 
society and to be able to contribute to social and community 
wellbeing and development. 

The project has focused on empowering all of the female 
inmates as well as a number of male prisoners through 
LK\JH[PVU�� ZRPSSZ� [YHPUPUN�� ÄUHUJPHS� SP[LYHJ �̀� NLUKLY� HUK�
women empowerment, business development skills, cooperative 
THUHNLTLU[� HZ� ^LSS� HZ� � VWWVY[\UP[PLZ� � [V� HJJLZZ� ÄUHUJPHS�
services for  savings, loans and microinsurance to engage 
in economically useful activities, with the collaboration of 
implementing partners, among which  the Regional Prison 
(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU� HUK� +LKLIP[� 4PJYVÄUHUJL� 0UZ[P[\[PVU� �+,*:0��
played a key role in the success of the project. 

Where prison inmates were relying on support from family and 
friends, now inmates are making money transfers to family 
members to support them with school fees, living expenses 
HUK�V[OLY�Z\WWVY[���/\UKYLKZ�HSZV�ZH]L�ZPNUPÄJHU[�Z\TZ�MYVT�
their earnings in a saving account with the DECSI branch within 
[OL�WYPZVU�� ;OL� PUP[PH[P]L� OHZ� LUHISLK� [OL�KL]LSVWTLU[� VM� ���
active cooperatives that have established successful 
businesses and empowering opportunities for prison inmates 
and released prisoners. 

All the efforts made by the prison administration, with the 
support of the regional authorities, and the encouraging results 
achieved in changing inmates’ living conditions, place Makalle 
on the right track to become a successful model for Ethiopia 
and Africa.

0[HS`�HUK�036�MVY�LTWV^LYTLU[�VM�4LRLSSL�PUTH[LZ
Handing Over Ceremony, 27 June 2013

Handing Over Ceremony...
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ƮôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ
÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊőť�ôǍťķŉ�Ĵćč�Ɛťǅéť�äôĜŠđ�ŰƳǠġùù�
ĴńäƳù�ŸƺâŠŉ�ƮńŠď�ŉťťę�ƮƐťǅé�ƺĉǏŊőť�ȇǽôƕ�
äŵāĉ�ƮńƸĄǎ�ĹƟàť�Đŉţ�Ɛťƺ�ŵđĄŮőť�ôéĒ�Ĵ÷ĥĥù�
ãŠ�âƳƐŇŌƕť�ä÷ėėé�ŰƳǠġùùȚȚ�ĴôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�
���ĴôŊ�Ʈöãš�Ɛǣŉ�Đŉţ�Ɛťƺ�ŵāĄŮő�ŉťťę�ƮƐťǅé�
ƺĉǏŊőť�ȇǽôƕ�ŵđŸ�đƺČŉ�Űôŉ�ƮńȇĄƵķŌƕ�ţŌƕȚȚ
ĴŵťƷâ�Ʊä�ÞŤŇ�çƳ�ƮöǍŭ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ƚƳŠńū�ŵĉùǈ�
ƮöãŠƕ�ŇćöƖő�Ʈŉùâĉŉ� ȜƮõƱ�āéǠţ�ƮöƱǍũĴŉ�
ŵťƷÞù� ƮĹƺĉ� ŰǍéǒêŉ� ńǠğö� Ĵôãť� ŲžŦöƱƒ�
ǠĜøŇ� Ʊäƕ� Ʈťǒƺ� ŵťġđğĐ� çƳ� ƮöČ÷ąĴŉ� ŰČćĉ�
ôȌǠĉ� ŠƕȚȚ� ĴČøţƒ� ŲŉǵƱ� ĴôĜè� Ÿń÷� ƮöǍŨƕ�
÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ŰđńƸƵĉ� äŇćöƖő� ƮôéĒ� ÷ĥĥù� ŵţ�
ƮõƱ�āéǠţƖő�ŵťƷČǡȝ�Ĵŵāĉ��çƳ�äöǍũţ�äńȇŅ�
ŇćöƖő� Ʈđć� ŵƺé� ŵţ� ƮǍĶ� ùťǭ� ƮŸȇŅ� ��� ǠťŻć�
ƮâĹĄŉ�āć��÷âĴćŉ�ŵťƷȇǠą�Ʊđŏä�ƮĝǠķţ�ƮĹƺĉ�
ŰǍéǒêŉ�ŵťƷŦĉ��ŵĉùǈ�ƐđƼéȚȚ

ȔĊǅŽŅ
ĴŉǒćƳ�Žéçƒ�ôťǒāŉ�é÷Ňƒ�öţ�ŵťƷÞù�äôĜè�
÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ùđǐţ�ƳÞťţ�ĴôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ƮńôƞǍĴƕ�
đżŉ� ĴŽéå� ŵťƷÞù� Ĵôç� ŰǍĆŅ� ùďè� Ʈöãť� ŠƕȚ
Ț� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŅ� ŰđńƸƵĉ� ŇćöƖő� ÷âĴćƒţ� ƮķâĆ�
äƕǥ�ŵťƷƱôǡ�ÞŤŇƖőť�ŰôŏőŋéȚȚ�ŉùâĉŉȜƮõƱ�
ôƵĹĉ�ȜƮĹƺĉţ�ĝǠķ�ŰǍéǒêŉţ�ƮßďĹ�ŰǠğĜùţ�ŰƱƱƣ�
ŉùâĉŉţ�ƵâŠŉť�Ĵ÷ǥȊŉţ�ƞçĞ�ƮǍĶ�ùťǭť�ĴôȌǠĉ�
ĄǍƺ�ŰƳŠńū�öţ�ŵťƸçŌƕ�Ĵ÷ôť�Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�
ĴâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŉ� Ȝ� Ĵǥğġťţ� ŰŠđńū� ĝǠķƖőţ�
äǥğġťţ� ŰŠđńū� ôƺâŦő� Ű÷ŻŭŠŉ� ǥą� Ʈöķå� ƮǍĶ�
÷ǒū� āćƖőť� äôȌǠĉ� ńťĜďġēéȚȚ� ƮŇćö� ĐŊőţ�
Ɛťƻő�ñƳƐŉţ�ŵĐŉ�ôėėé�ŇćöƖō�Ĵ÷âĴĄČĹ�ƕđǥ�
đżŇ÷� Űķé� Ƴãš� ƞťƺ� āäöŦĄƕ� ǠĜøŇ� ŵťƷĄƶ�
Ĵ÷ČĹ�ä÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅ�àçȉƖő�ƮŰđńƸƵĉţ�ŰČćĉ�āéǠţ�
ńČǥŋéȚȚ

ĴŰÞš�Ɛġŉ�ƮôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�÷ƜŸé�ôüĄń�ŉùâĉŉ�
ȜƮâĹĄŉ�üć�÷âĴćŉ�ŰČńƸƵĉ� ȜƮßďĹ�ŰƱƱƣ� ȜƮõƱ�ţ�
Ʈťǒƺ�àďĹť�ƮöôäŸŅ�āéǠţ�ŰǍéǒêŊőť�ƳČǣéȚȚ

ƵƵĶŉ�ƮĹƺĉ�ŵţ�ƮĝǠķ�ńĥù�'(&6,��ȔĊǅŽŅť�ĴȊƳţťđ�
ŰǍéǒêŉţ� ĴȊƳţťđ� ŉùâĉŉ� ƵǒȎéȚȚ� ,/2� ŵţ� ,'&2�
Ƶǒú�ŸçƳ�äńǠĜčŉ�ƮŰġù�ǒťķŇ�ńǒķćŉ�ƮňŽŢŽ�ŵţ�

ƮǍťƞĹ� ƺǐȌ� ŰƺĉǍƓéȚȚ� ĴńôďďƳ� äāéǠţ� ÷ƜŸçŉ�
ǒťķŇ�ĝďĝđ�

÷ûƱ�ƮǍťƞĹ�ƺǐȌ�ŰƺĉǍƓéȚȚ�ƮŵŠƠâ�ńĥ÷ŉ�ƺǐȌ�Ɠţ�
Űç÷� āĉƚń� ǾŇť� ôČĄŉ� ƱƵĄǍ� ÷âĴćƒţ� ŲžŦöƱƒ�
ŵƺǍŉ� �÷Ĺğŉ�� ÷ùǣŉ� ŠƕȚȚ� đäƠâ� ƮĐŉ� ŇćöƖő�
ôĹŉ� ŵƮńńžĄĴŉ� ŵţ� ŵƮńŸĴĄ� ŠƕȚȚ� ƮõƱ� āéǠţţ�
ƮȊƳţťđ� ŉùâĉŉ� ƮöƱǍũĴŉ� ŵƺé� ńȇǥĊçŌƕ� Ĵǥą�
ÞŤŇ�Ÿ÷âĴĄČĵ�ǐĉ�ńĜçġäƕ�ŸƐťǅéţ�ŸƺâŠŉ�Šǻ�ƮãŠ�
âƳƐŉ�ƳŦćŌƕ�ƞťƺ�ÞŤŇƖő�ńôŏőńƓéȚȚ

ȔĊǅŽŅ�ƮôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵĉť�Űġù�ĴôǍťķŉ�
Ȝ�ƮŇćöƖőť�âƳƐŉ�Ĵ÷ėėé�ŵţ�ĴŰǍĆŅ�ƕđǥţ�Ĵèêő�
÷ĄöƱ� ĸŊő� ùďè�÷ďƱ�� ĴôȌǠĉ� ĄǍƺ� ƱČĜôǠƕť�
ŵġƺ�ŰďŽŋéȚȚ
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Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅ�ȔĊǒćù�ŰƖťŇƒ�
ńǽŵŦ

ƮôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ƕǤŇ÷�ƮôéĒ�÷ĥĥù�ńǒķćŉ�
ĴŇćöƖő� çƳ� ǎéâ� ƮķâĆ� äƕǥ� ŰùǥŋéȚȚ� Ĵ÷ƜŸå�
ńǒķćƒ�ƮńƵĄǍƕ�ƮŰġù�ǒťķŇ�ȔĊǒćù�äŇćöƖő�
Ȝä÷ƜŸåȜä÷âĴĄČĵţ� äŽéå� ƞĉȇ� ĹƟ� ǠĜøŇƖőť�
ŰđǍŭŋéȚȚ�ŇćöƖő�ŰƸƷđ�ƮõƱ�āéǠţƖőť�Ƴƞƕ�
Ȝ� ƮôĜǠĉ� ŵƺçŌƕť� ŸȌ� ŰƺĉǍƕ� Ȝ� Ÿ÷âĴĄČĵ� ǐĉ�
Ʈôǣǣùţ�ƮôĜçĜé�ŵƺçŌƕť�Űđȇńƕ�ƐƵ�âĹĄńČĵ�
ŵƮńôäč� ŠƕȚȚ� üç÷ƒţ� ȌĈƱ÷� âƳƐŉ� Ʈôùćŉ�
ŵƺçŌƕť�ĴńôďďƳ�ôéŹ�üȉ�đäãŠ�Ɛťǅé�ŵƮĜŠČȝ�
Ƶǒú�ƐƵ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�Ʈöôäč�ŇćöƖő�ĝǥĉ�ŵƮĜŠČ�
ŠƕȚȚ�ĴôŦĆƱ�ŰŻķĶƱŌƕ�üçùţ�ǸǥŇ�Ĵ÷đȇť�ĴžöŢņ�
ȕæđťǒ�ńďŇȉ�Ʈãš�ƮĜƺú�

ŇćöƖő�ƮŇƯķŌƕ�ƮńäƱƯ�ŰǐǣöƖőù�ŰåȚȚ
ŇćöƖő�ĴƕǤŇ÷ţ�ȌĈŰ÷�ńǒķĉ�çƳ�ĎČ÷ą�÷ĄöƱ�
÷ƜŸå� ĴŇćöƖő� ôŻŸé� ŸöŇƮƕ� ƮđŠùǒķĉ� őǒĉ�
ôĜŠđ�ƳǠġ÷éȚȚ

ƮŉǒćƳ�Žéé�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�

ćƜƳ�

ŇćöƖő� ĴŰǥĉ� ƕđǥ� ƞǒŊ� ÷đĜôǥ� Ÿŵđĉ� ĴöäĜĝĴŉ�
Ɛġŉ�àçȉŠŉ�ƮöČ÷ƕ�Ƣǐ�Ƴãť�ƞťƺ�ŰƳǠġùùȚȚ�Ƴéĝťù�
Ǡğö�ƮöãŠƕ�ŰŻáƺ�ŇćöƖő�ŉùâĉŉȜ�ƮõƱ�āéǠţţ�
ƮćďŌƕť� ťǒƺ� ƮöƱĥĝõĴŉţ� ƮöƱđńƸƺąĴŉť� ŵƺé�
÷ôŏŌŉ�ŠƕȚȚ

ƚç÷

Ò� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵƵąť�ƮŰôćĉ�Žâêŉ�÷ėėéȜƮȇǠć�
àďĺőťţ�ôéŻù�ńúŽĊƖőť�÷ǐćŉȝ

Ò� Ĵŵđĉ� çƳ� ďå� Ʈŵđĉ� ǏƢŰŌƕťù�ǨĉČƕ� ĴöƐǡ�ǏƢ�
÷âĴćƒţ�ŲžŦöƱƒ�ǠĜøŇ�Ʊäƕ�ŵťġđğĐ�çƳ�ƳČ÷ą�
ƞťƺ�éƯ�ŉŹĄŉ�ĐŊő�çƳ�ŰƺĉǓ�ƞçĞ�ŽâêŉťȜ�Ʈťǒƺ�àďĴ�
÷ǓéĴŉťţ���ƮȊƳţťđ�ŉùâĉŉť�äŇćöƖő�÷đńƓƐġȝ

Ò� Žéåťţ� ŸŸéå� ƕǪ� Ʊäƕť� ÷âĴĄČĹ� ŇÿĶ� ƱƵĄǎ�
ĝďĝĒőťţ� ŰǍéǒêŊőť� ƮöƱôĉŉ� ķäĸŉŠŅù�
ƮöńƸƵĄƕù�ĴŇćöƖő�ƮãŠ�ǠťŻć�ƮâĴĄŉ�āć�÷âĉ�
÷ĥĥùȝ�ƮĐŊőť�ťĝ�ńÿŉȍ�÷ǠţŸĉȝ

Ò� ƮŵƕĜŅţ� ƮŽâêŅ� ęǒǒĉ� ŸńƵĄǍ� ŵťƷÞù� Ʈđć� ŵƺé�
ŸńȇǠĄ�Ĵŝç�ĴŇćöƖő�Ʈŵäŉ�ńŵäŉ�âƳƐŉ�ŵťƷÞù�
ķâĆ�çƳ�ƮöŇƯ�äƕǦōť�ôŸŇńéţ�ôôƣǍĹȝ

Ò� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŇőť� äôùćŉ� Ȝ� ŉťťę� ƮƐťǅé� ƺĉǏŊőť�
äôĜŠđţ�ĴńäƳù�ŵǍơţ�ŵƺé�Ĵ÷ǣŉ�ƐƵ�Ɛťǅé�äöǍĵ�
Ɛǣŉ� Đŉţ� Ɛťƻő� ƞçĞ� āć� äôȌǠĉţ� Ʈāć� ȇǠć��
ŵƺêőť� ä÷ôŏŌŉ� ƮôĜè� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ŰđńƸƵĉť�
ńúŽĊ�÷Żȇé�ȝ

Ò� Ĵ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�ƮǾŇ�ŵŹéŠŉ�ŵťƷŦĉ�Ȝ�ĐŊőù�ĴŲžŦö�
ƮĴĝ�ŵťƷãš�÷ƺĄǒȝ

Ò� äôĜè� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� đżŇ÷Šŉ� ƓŠū� ôüĄŉ� ƮãŠƕ�
÷ĄöƱ� ĸŊő� éƯ� ȇǠćť� ôüĄŉ� ƱƵĄǎ� ȔĊǒćúőť�
ƳńǍĴą�ƞťƺţ�ŵťƵ�ŉùâĉŉ�ȜǤţ�ȜČćńūţ�÷âĴćƒ�ĶĊ�
ŵťƷÞù�ôĜè�ƯŢļĉđņ�Ȝ��06(�ŴǅťĎ�Ȝ�79(7ȜƵƵĶŉ�
ƮĹƺĉţ� ƮĝǠķ� ńĥùȜ� ƮŰäù� Ʈđć� ƺĉǊŉ� Ȝ� ,'&� ţ�
Ÿèêőù�ĴŽéå�ŸöǍũ�ķƺĉė�ŰŻçŉ�ǐĉ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�
ŰǐĉŠŉť�ŵťƷȇǥą�ƮöƱĴĄŇŇƕ�Ʈôťǒāŉ�ƸƳĈŽņŁ�
ôńǒĴĉ�ŠƕȚȚ�
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ƵƵĶŉ�ƮĹƺĉţ�ƮĝǠķ�ńĥù
ƵƵĶŉ� ĴŰÞš� Ɛġŉ� Űťƺ� öæƴť� ŰķƖćƖőť� ƮöƵǒȌ�
Ʈťǒƺ�ŵťġđğĐƖő�çƳ�ƳČ÷ą�ƞťƺ�ĴöæƖŦő�ƮöĢǠą�
ƮŉǒćƳ� Žéé� ŧĆƖőť� ŰĹġŋéȚȚ� Ƴâ� ńĥù� ŵťġđğĐ�
ƮǅôĄƕ� ĴŰćŉ�öæƴť� Ĺĉ� ŻȑŇé� Ďãť� ĴŰāć� Čķŉ�
ŰôŇŉ� ƕđǥ� ŉéġ� ƵĄǈ� çƳ� ŸöǍũ� ƮȊƳţťđ� ńĥ÷ŉ�
ńĉŇ�÷ČäȌ�őëéȚȚ�Ǡġçç�ÝĹŅ�Ÿ����öæƴť�Ĺĉ�ĎĴéǥ�
����ĶæƮť�Ĺĉ�ŵťƷĢǠĹ�ťġţĠ�ôȌǠĉ�őëéȚȚ�ƵƵĶŉ�
Ÿ�ôŊ�Ėâ�ĴçƳ�ƵťĴū�ńĴƸĆƖőţ� ��ôŊ� àƱ�Ėâ�ĴçƳ�
ŰČĜ÷Ǯő�ŰåŉȚȚ�ŸŰđĜ÷Ǯō�ôŻŸé�����Ėâ�Ʈöãšŉ�
âǻţŉ� Ďãš� ��� ĴôŊ� Ʈöãšŉ� Ʈńĥõ� ƵťĴŮő� ĐŊő�
ţŌƕȚȚ� Ʈńĥõ�Ĺƺĉ� Ʈ÷đôäđ�ùǣŤù� ��� ĴôŊ� ŠƕȚȚ�
Ĵ÷âĴĄČĵ�ƕđǥ�Żå�ƮĹƺĉţ�ƮĝǠķ�žöňƖő�ǅùĊ�ŵđŸ�
ƸƳĈŽńĊő�ĺĉƺ�ƺĄđ�ĴƵƵĶŉ�ƮĹƺĉţ�ĝǠķ�ńĥù�ĐŊőţ�
ƐǣŊő� ńƐŽäƓéȚȚ� ŸƠâ� ķėǍĉù� äĐŉ� āć� ȇǣĆƖőţ�
ĴŸń÷�ŰŻķĶ�äöŦą�ƐǣŊő�Ňđĺ�Ʈńƞǐǆ�éƯ�ŰǍéǒêŊő�
ŰåȚȚ��ĴǍǠĉ�ŰŻķĶƖő�Ƶǒú�ôĈŉ�Űéķ�Ʈãš�Ɛǣŉ�Đŉţ�
Ɛťƻő�éƯţ�ƮńäƱƯ�ÞŤŇƖőť�ƱǍţƞĵ�ƮĹƺĉ�ŰǍéǒêŊő�
ƳüǣŌƓéȚȚ� ƮŸń÷� ƮĹƺĉ� Űüǣǥ� āĉƚŉù� ƐǣŊő�
Ʊäùťù�Ɠđŉţ�ĴŠȌđƐŸȌ�Űāĉ�Ėâ�Ĺĉ�ƮôǅôĆƱ�Ɵĉ�
Ĺƺĉ�ŵťƷƱǍũ�ƳȇġƸéȚȚ�Ƴâ�ƮãŠƕ�āć�Űǥ�äãš�ĐŊőţ�
äƐǣŉ�āć�ȇǣĆƖő�ŵƺé�äôȌǠĉ�ŠƕȚȚ�ĴŰÞš�Ɛġŉ����

ĴôŊ�Ʈöãšŉ�ńĴƸĆƖő�Ÿ������ƮƜƺø�Žéé�ƕđǥ�ƮöǍũ�
Ďãš� ŵŠƠâ� ńĴƸĆƖő� ŸŰǠğçƳ� Ʈńĥõ� ŰǍéǒêŉ� ���
ĴôŊƕť�ƳƳơåȚȚ��
ƵƵĶŉ�ŰŠđńū�Ĺƺĉ�ƐƳù�èç�ƮȊƳţťđ�ŰǍéǒêŉ�Ĺƺąť�
Ʈöȇéǎţ� æǠĜõĴŉ� Ʈöőå� ôČĄŇƒ� ôĹŉ� ŵťƵãŠ�
ƱùţéȚȚ� ȔĊǅŽŊő� Űġùţ� äŲžŦö� ŵĐŉ� ôǨôĉ�
ŵđŸŏå� ƺĄđ� ƵƵĶŉ� ÷ťūƕťù� Ʈ÷âĴĄČĹ� ŰéƱù�
ƮǒäČĹ� àďĺőť� ƳƵǒȊéȚȚ� ĴńôďďƳ� Ƴâ� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ�
ŇćöƖőťù� ƱŻŉŇéȚȚôǅôĆƱ� ńĥõ� Ĵ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŊő�
Ʈťǒƺ� ŵťġđğĐƖőť� ÷đńƸƵĉ� Ʈöőå� ƮâĹĄŉ� đć�
÷âĴćŉ� ôŦćŌƕťţ� äŇćöƖő� ŰđȇçǏƕť� ƮŽâêŉ�
āéǠţ� ôđǠŉţ� ƺǐȌ� ÷ƺĄǒ� Ʈöőå� ĝĉǠū� Ňćö�
àçȉƖő� ôŦćŌƕť� ŻĄǐǍǠ� Ĵŝç� äŇćöƖő� Ʈǥğġťţ�
ŰŠđńū�ƮĹƺĉţ�ĝǠķ�ŰǍéǒêŉ�ôČǠŉ�őëéȚȚ

ƵƵĶŉţ� ƮôĜè� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ŰđńƸƵĉ� Ĵ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŅ�
ƮöǍŨƕťţ� Ĵāć� çƳ� ƱéƓäƕť� Čȉ� ƮČƕ� àƳé� ƮŽéå�
ƕǤŇ÷�ƮČƕ�àƳé�ä÷ƺĄǒ�ńđ÷ùńƓéȚȚ�ĴƵƵĶŉ�Ʈāć�
ŻȑŇé� ŰġćĶŠŉ� ŇćöƖő� ƮńäƱƯ� ŽâêŊő� āéǠţ�
ŰǒŭńƓéȚȚ�ŸƵƵĶŉ�Ʈāć�ŻȑŇé�ƮńĴƵąŉ�ƮâĹĄŉ�Ʈđć�
÷âĴćŉ�ŉĉȊ÷�ãŠƕ�ĹƺćŌƕť�õå�Ĵõå�Ĵôôäđ�çƳ�
ƳǍūåȚȚ

ƮŉǒćƳ�Žéçƒ�ôťǒāŉ�
ƮČøţƒ� ŲŉƴǵƱ� ŽȌé� ƮãŠƕ� ƮŉǒćƳ� Žéé� ŰāǍćö�
ƮôéŽƚ� ùƺĉ� ŰĜ÷ôǥţ� ƮŇƵäţ� ƮöđĹ� ķâçƒ� ŵĐŉ�
Ʊäƕ� ŠƕȚȚ� ŉǒćƳ� ƮǥťŇƒŉ� ŲŉƴǵƱ� āéǣŤ� ÷ƜŸé�
ŠƕȚȚ� ƮŰŽč÷ƒŉ� āĉƐ� ôťǒāŉ� ǏƢ� ŸƐǥ� ȌéȌé�
ƺťǐƳ� Ʈńüą� ÝƕéŊő� ȜôÿäöƱƖőȜ� ƮƺťǐƳ� ȌéȌé�
ĸńŽĉđŉƱţŉȜ� ôğĹĊőţ� ĸńôťǒāŊő� ŸĒđŉ� Ėâ�
ŰôŇŉ�Ĵȉŉ�ƮŠĴĄƕť�ƮǥťŇƒŉ�ŉǒćƳ�ĜƵùŉ�āéǣŤ�
ƱťǸķĉğåȚȚ�ƮŲŉƴǵƱ�ŰéȊĸŉù�ȉƵçŉ��ƮŰŽčù�āéǣŤ�
ŠǸĹćġ� ŠƕȚȚ� ƮŰŽčù�Ĺéǽǒţ� ŸǒĆđ� ȜǒĹǽ� ȜĸơťŇƳť�
ȜȏĉęƱť�ŵţ�âťƺ�ǐĉ�ƮŠĴĄ�Ʈťǒƺ�ŉđđĉ�ƕǤŉ�ŠƕȚȚ
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Ĵȋƹćéţ� ĴŽéé� ôťǒāŉ� Ʈńǣä�
ǠťŻć�ôüĄŉ�
ŸńƐČš�ƚôŇŉ�Ĵȉŉ�ƮŲŉƴǵƱ�ôťǒāŉ�ĴŰǍĆŅ�ƕđǥ�
Ʊå�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵĊő�ƐǪ�ƮöĜťđţ�Ĺğŉ�Ʊäƕ�
ŰȇǻǸù� æƱôǡ� Ʈöőå� ŰƸƷđ� ƮŰđńƸƵĉ� àďĺőť�
Ƴƞƕ� ŵťƷĜĉĵ�ŉƜơƣ� ČǥŊ� ŠĴĉȚȚ� ƮôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�
ŰđńƸƵĉù� ŇćöƖőť� ƮŽâêŉ� ķäĸŉ� ƮöƱƵĉǒ� Ȝ�
ƮćďŌƕť�ƮǍĶ�ùťǭ�ŵťƷȇǥąţ�Ňĉôƕ�äâǒ�ƮöǍƟ�ǥą�
ƢǓő�ŵťƷãš�ƮöƱđőé�ȔĊǅŽŉ�ĜĉǾ�ŰĜĄĴȚȚ�ƮƠâ�ƚƳŠŉ�
ŰŻáƺ�ĴńäƱƯ�ŰǍćŉ�ƮöńǍĴĉ�Ķãťù�ƮôĜèƕ�÷ĄöƱ�
ĸŉ�ĴĒđŉ�ǍǽŇƖő�ƮńäƯ�àďĺőť�ƮƱƞ�ŠƕȚȚ

Ò� ŇćöƖő��ćčť�Ĵŏä�ŲťńĉȔćƳƣ�ƵĄǈ�æƱđńƸƺąŉ�
Ʈöőåŉ�ƮŰùćŒő�ƮâĹĄŉ�đć�÷âĴćŉ�ŵťƷôüĉŅ�
ƳĴĄŇŇåȚȚ�ŵŠƠâ�ƮâĹĄŉ�đć�÷ñĴćŉ�ĴƷúŽćĎƱƒ�
ôťǍƺ� ĴńôĄǡ� ŰôćĊŏŌƕ� Ű÷ŻŭŠŉ� ĴŰǒķĵ�
ĴâĹĄŉ�āć�÷âĴćŉ�ôƣǐĶ�ŰŻé�ƳôƞǍķåȚȚ

Ò� ŵŠƠâ�ƮâĹĄŉ�āć�÷âĴćŉ�Ʊä�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅ�ŰđńƵƸĉ�
ǣéğ�ǍĹŠŉ�Õ�ŸƕǪ�ŰäùÖ�ǐĉ�ƮĜǥŇ�Ʈťǒƺ�ŉāāĉ�
ƳȇǥćåȚȚ� ńǍéǐƴő� ĝďĝĒőť� ĴĜǥŇ� ŸâĹĄŉ� đć�
÷âĴćŉ�æǍƟ�ƳőçåȚȚ��ƮâĹĄŉ�āć�÷âĴćŅ�ä÷ĄöƱ�
ĸŅ�Ɠţ�âťǻ�ŰƓďŭ�ĴãŠ�ƣǒ�āȌć�çƳ�ƳǍūåȚȚ��ƐƳù�
ĴŇćöƖő�ĴöŠƶţ�ƮâĴĄŉ�đć�÷âĴą�Ĵãš�ôźţƖő�
ŵğƖōť�ƮńȇäǎĴŉ�ĺŇ�ƺĄđ�÷ƺĄđ�ƳŏçéȚȚ

Ò� ŸńäĜĝ�Ĵŝçù�ƮĜƺú�ŇćöƖő�ƮâĹĄŉ�đć�÷âĴćŅ�
Űķé� ãŠƕţ� ŸâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŅ� ǐĉ� ĎČą� æĢƯ�
ƳőçåȚȚ�Ĵĉǒǥù�ƮńäĜĝ�ŇćöƖő�ƮćďŌƕť�ƮâĹĄŉ�
āć�÷řĴćŉ�Ʈťǒƺ�ŵťġđğĐ�ƱŻßƶ�ƞťƺ�Ÿ÷ĄöƱ�
ĸŉ�ġǥĉ�ƕǭ�ĺŇ�ƳČǣŌƓéȚȚ�ĴƺǐȌ�÷ǣŉţ�Ʈđć�
Ɯƺé�Űä÷ǒŨŉ�ä÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�âƳƐŉ�Ʈôǐäǥ�ŵƺçŌƕ�
Čȉ� ƮãŠ� ƮǓƸţ� çƳ� âǻţŉ� Ʈŉùâĉŉ� ŵţ� ƮŽâêŉ�
đéǠţ�ƮöƱǍũĴŉ�÷ƜŸé�ŸôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰǠǍĹ�
ńôđĉŋéȚȚ�

ƮŽéå�ôťǒāŉ�ƱƐǣƕ�ŰƷč�ƮâĹĄŉ�đć�÷ñĴćŉ�âǒ�
ŇćöƖő� ƮâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŉ� ŵťƷƱĥĝõ� ôȌĜƶ�
ƮŽéå� ôťǒāŉ� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŊőť� ĴöôäŸŉ� ƮƐČƵƕ�
ŵĉùǈ�ŰȊǥŦŇéȚȚ�Ƴâ�ȕæĎ�ńėęê�ĴôĜè�Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�
ŰđńƸƵĉ�ńĥ÷ƒ�ŰƵĄǈǅŉ�ßƵŉ�ƕđǥ�ŵťƷŻńŉ�ńƵĉǖéȚȚ

ƮôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ńéƜžƕť�Ȝ�ćƜƯťţ�ǒĵť�Ĵǒéǽ�ńťŉŦ�
ŰđĜùǧéȚȚ� ĴđŉćňǇŽ� Ȕçšù� ƮŇćöƖőť� Ʈŵĉùŉ�
ǒƹŇťţ�ôĹŉ�Ĵ÷đôéŸŉ�ŵĐŅť�ŰťȀķĉĥéȚȚ

ƮôĜè� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� đżŉ� Ʈôťǒđŉ� ȕæĎƖő� ƮŽéå�
ķäƺĉė�ŰŻçŉ�ġť�ńďŉȍ�ġťǊŉ�ƺùĉ�ƕǤŉ�ŠƕȚȚ�ŰǍĆŅ�
ČĹƚƒ� ôĹŊőť� äöôäŸŅ� Űäù� ŰĜȌ� āùùŠŊőťţ�
äâǍôťǒđŅ�ôŸĴĉ� ĝĉǠŭŠŉ� ŵƱďƮő� Ĵôãš�ôťǒāŉ�
ƮŇćöƖőť� ôĹŉ� ä÷đǠĴġ� ĴńäƱƯ� ǏƢƱŉ� ƮńäƱƯ�
âǓőť� ŰƕǥŋéȚȚƮŽéå� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ȕæĎ� ŇćöƖő�
ƮŰġù� ǒťķŇ� ŰǍéǒêŉȜ� ƮùŽĉ� ŰǍéǒêŉ� Ȝ� Ʈâǒ� ǎƸƳ�
Ʈ÷÷Ÿĉ�Ȝ�ƮŽâêŉ�āéǠţ�Ȝ�Ʈťǒƺ�àďĹ�÷ƸĴĉ��ŰǍéǒêŉ�
Ȝ�ôƵĴū�ŉùâĉŉ�ŰǍéǒêŉ�Ʈ÷ǒŨŉ�õå�ôĹŉ�ŰçŌƕȚ
Ț� ĴǍĶ�÷đǍū�āćƖő�çƳ� ƮôČ÷ćŉ�õå�ôĹŇŌƕù�
ƮńǠĴĜ�ŠƕȚȚ�

ƮŽéå�ƮâĹĄŉ�āć�÷âĴĉ�âǒ
Ĵ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ƮâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŉ� Ʈńĥĥõŉ� Ĵ�����
ƮǸƵĜƕť�ƮŉǒćƳ�Žéçƒ�ôťǒāŉ�ŰƓǊ�ĝǥĉ����������
ŵţ� ĴŉǒćƳ� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŊő� ŰđńƸƵĉ� Ʈńƞǐǅƕť� ŰƷđ�
ôôĆƱ� ôüĄŉ� Ĵ÷ƺĄǒ� ŠƕȚȚ� Ƴâ� ôôĆƱ� ŵťƵöäƕ�
Ĵâǒţ�Ĵŵĉùŉ�ßƵŉ�ƕđǥ�ƱäȈ�Þåù�ŇćöƖő�ôƵćǅŉţ�
ƮâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŉ� ÷ĥĥù� ƳȇġƺçŌƓéȚȚ� ƮŽéçƒ�
ôťǒāŉ� ȕæĎ� ƓŠū� ƚç÷� ŇćöƖő�āéǠţ� Űǒŭńƕ�
ĴâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŉ� ôƵćǅŉţ� ƞçĞ� ǍĶ� � ÷ǒŨŉ�
ƮöǅùąĴŉť�ŵƺé�ôȌǠĉ� ŠƕȚȚŇćöƖő�ƮâĹĄŉ�āć�
÷âĴćŉ� ä÷ĥĥù� ƮöƱđőçŌƕť� ƣǒǊŉ� ŵťƸǠţĜĝ�
ƮŽéå� ƮâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŉ� ĶĊţ� Ʈǥğġťţ� ŰŠđńū�
ŲťńĉȔćƳƣ�06(6�� ĶĊ� ŇćöƖő� ŸȊƳţťđ� ŰǍéǒêŉ�
ČǪ�ƺĉǊŊő�ǐĉ�Ÿ÷ǒŨŇŌƕ�Ĵȉŉ�ƮâĹĄŉ�āć�÷âĴćŉ�
ŰđńƸƵĉť� Ȝ� Ʈťǒƺ� � àďĹťţ�èêő�ŰđȇçǏ� ĉƜČ�ǎƸƴő�
ĴöôäŸŅ�āéǠţ�ƮôđǠŉ�àçȉŠŉ�ŰäķŌƕȚȚ

ƮŲŉƴǵƱ�ƮâĹĄŉ�āć�÷âĴćŉ�âǒ�ŰôéŻŒő�Ʈ÷âĴćŌƕť�
ČŠƺȜ�ƮŰķçŉť�Ʈāù�ƣĉƣĉ�Ȝ�ƮńĚõ�Ʈžöň�ŰôćĊőťţ�
Ʈťǒƺ�ŵġƺť�ƮöôäŸŅ�Ʈńƞǐǅ�ČŠƺ�ƳǠƳğéȚȚ�ŵŠƠâ�
ƮôĜè� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ƮâĹĄŉ� āć� ÷âĴćŉ� Ďĥĥù�
ƮŇäȇķŌƕ�ßƵŊő�ţŌƕȚȚ
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Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�àçȉƖő�āéǠţ
ĴŉǒćƳ�Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�ŰǍéǒêŉ�ƮŽéå�ôŠǒđŉ�
ƮȀǥŇ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�ĶĊ� àçȉŠŉ� ŠƕȚȚ� ĴŰťƺ� àçȉ� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�
ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�àçȉ�äôãť�Ʈõå�ǏƢ�ƮŰđńƸƵĉ�āéǣťţ�
ôđȇĉŉ�ŠƕȚȚ�ĴôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ĶȑŰĉ�ƮńńǍĴĄ�Ďãť�
Ʈȋƹćé�ŵţ�ƮŽéé�ôťǒāŉ�ĴǠƮĝŉ�ôüĄŉ�ƮŇćöƖőť�
àçȉŠŉȜ� ôĹŉţ� ǥġ÷ǥġúő� ŵťƷÞù� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŅť�
ŰđńƸƵĉ� àçȉƖő� àçȉŠŉ� Ĵǒéǽ� ƮöƱđĜùǥ� ôôĆƱ�
Ĵ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅ�ńƞǐǊŋéȚȚ�ƮŇćöƖō�ôĹŊő�ĴôôĆƱƕ�
çƳ�ĎČȌą�äŇćöƖő�âǍôôťǒđŇƒ�ôĹŉ�éƯ�ŉŹĄŉ�
ńČǥŊ�Þåù�Űäù�ŰĜȌ�ČŠƻőť�đùùŠŊő�Ÿǒťơĸ�ƕđǥ�
ŵťƷǍĵ�ńƵĉǖéȚȚ�

,/2� ����� çƳ� ƮŽéå�ôťǒđŉ� ��� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ� àçȉƖő�
ĶĔȌŅ�Ÿń÷�ĴöǍŨƕ�ĴŲŉƴǵƱ�Ʈāć�Űôćĉ�Ųťđņņƕŉ��
äÞäŉ�ďùťŉ�āéǠţ�ŵťƷƐđƶ�ƺǐȌ�ŰƺĉǖéȚȚƮāéǠţƕ�
ĉƜđ�ǎƸƴő�ČĹƚƒ�ôĹŉȜāĉƚń�ǾŇȜ�žõŢżęť� Ȝǒǭŉ�
ŰȇŇŉȜ� ŰôćĉȜ� ƮǍťƞĹ� ŰǠğĜùȜƮČƕ� ÝĹŉ� ŰƱƮƣ� ŵţ�
èêő�ńƱƱƫ�ĉƜČ�ǎƸƴő�ƱŻńŅ�ŠĴąȚȚ�üéǣŮő�ŵťƸåŉ�
ŸŇćöƖő� ǐĉ� ƱçŌƕ� ǒťũŠŉ� ǥąţ� ƕǤŇ÷� ä÷ƺĄǒ�
āéǠţƕ�ƐġŇƒţ�ŰđȇçǏ�ŠĴĉȚȚ

Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� � ĸŉ� ŰđńƸƵĉ� ǥţŉ� ǎĹŭŉ� ĴƵĵĹ� ŰȌĆŻ�
Ʈ÷ŤǊôťŉ� ŰđńƸƵĉ� ǥţŉ� ǎĹŭŉ� ƮôĜèƕ� ȔĊǅŽŉ�
Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�đéǠţ�ŰŻé�ŠƕȚȚ�Ʈǥţŉ�ǎĹŭŉ�
ƮŽéå�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�ŰđńƸƵĉ�Ĵãšŉ�ĴŰŊ�ȇĄƵ�ƮĖŰĄǐâ��
Ʈńƞǐǅ�ŠƕȚȚ�äƞǠŭ�Ĝţŉ�ƮĢƮƕ�Ʈéùƺ�ôǐćŉ�ǎĹŭŉ�

ƮńƐüš�÷ĄöƱţ�āéǠţ�÷ƜŸêőť�ŸƵĵĹ�ŰȌĆŻ�Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�
ĸŊő�àçȉƖő�ǐĉ�ƮńƵĄǍ�ƕƳƳŊőť�ƱŻńŉ�ŠĴĉȚȚ��Ʈǥţŉ�
ǎĹŭŅ� ƮńäƮƕ� èêő� ƮāéǠţ� ÷ƜŸçŉť� ôôéŸŉťù�
ƳǨùĉ� ŠĴĉȚȚ� ĴĜǣƳ� ƮńƞĄƞąŉ� Ÿǥţŉ� ǎĹŭŅ� ƮńǍũ�
ôéŻù�ńúŽĊƖő�ţŌƕȚȚ

Ò� ä÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�ƮöôƵĴƕ�Ĵǅŉ�ĴĞ�Šƕȝ

Ò� Ĵôç� ŰǍĆŅ� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŊő� ƳƤŇ� �ƵĄǈ�� Ɛǥţ� Űťƺ�
ƚƳŠŉ� ŠƕȚȚ� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŊő� ƮńäƱƯ� ÷ƜŸçŉ� ŸȌńū�
Ʈǥćŉ� ƵĄǈ� ƱçŌƕ� Ďãť� Ƴâù� Ĵôç� ŰǍĆŅ� ĴöǍũ�
÷ĄöƱ�ĸŊő�ƮöŇƳ�Ɛǥ�ŠǍĉ�ŠƕȚȚ

Ò� äŇćöƖő�āéǠţ�ŉéġ�ŉŹĄŉ�ƳüǣéȚȚ

Ò� ĴŸĹŉ� ÷ĉķŉȜƮŵťǨŉţ� ĹĄŇ� ĹĄŉ�āć� � ĴŸȌńū�
ÞŤŇ� ǥćŅť� ńǠĹĢ� ôüćŅ� ĴŲŉƴǵƱ� Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�
÷ƜŸçŉť�Ĵ÷ėėé�ŰťƵ�ŰƳŠńū�ùďè�ńƐđƼéȚȚ

Ò� ŰđńƸƵĉ�ĶƣŠđ�úƹêő�ƮńäƯ�ţŌƕȚȚ�ĴƵĵĹ�ŰȌĆŻ�
ŇćöƖő�ŻôĄŋŌƕ�ƜğƖő�ęƱǭ�ƮöǍŭ�Þåù�ǍĶ�
ƮöńƸƵĄƕ� Ĵ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŅ� ŰđńƸƵĉ� ŠƕȚȚ�ŇćöƖő�
Ĵ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�ĢƳŇŌƕ�ùťù� ƚƳŠŉ� ǍťƞĹ� ŵťƷƳƟ�
ŰƳȇĜƺçŌƕù� ȚȚ� Ĵèç� ĴŹé� ĴŲŉƴǵƱ� ŇćöƖő�
Ĵ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ� ĢƳŇŌƕ� ǍťƞĹ� ƮôƱƣȜĴ÷ĄöƱ�
ĸŅ� ġǥĉ� ĴöǍŨƕ� ƮĹƺĉţ� ĝǠķ� ńĥù� Ʈ÷đĜôǥȜ�
äĸńČĹ�ƮôçŽ�Ȝ�Ɯğ�ƐƳù�ŰǍéǒêŉ�äôǒơŉ�ŰéƱù�
äŉùâĉŉţ�äèçù�ǍťƞķŌƕť�Ʈ÷Ɠé�ôĹŉ�ŰçŌƕȚȚ

�
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Ʈķäƺĉė�ŰŻçŉ�ôƵùƵöƱţ�ŰČńƱƮŉ
ǒǭŉ� ȜƐťǅéţ� ƺâŠŉ� ä÷âĴĄČĹ� ƕđǥ� ŉéġ� őǒĉ�
ĴöǐĄǥĴŉ�ÞŤŇ�ôĜè�÷ĄöƱ�÷ƜŸé�ŸńúŽĊƕ�ƱǍŨƕ�
ŉùâĉŉ� Ĵǣù� Ǡğö� ŠƕȚȚ� ŇćöƖőť� ôéĒ� ÷ĥĥù�
Čȉƕť�ƮƐǣŊő�āć�ŰǥŠŉ�őǒĉ�ĴôġĄȌ�ĴńäƳù�ƮƐǣŉ�
ĐŊőť� Ʈđć� ŰǥŠŉ� őǒĉ� ĴôȌŇŉ� ĄǍƺ� ƺĉė� ŰäƕȚ
Ț÷âĴćƒ� ȜŲžŦöƱƒţ� ƮŽâêŉ� ÷ƸĴĉ� Ƴƞŉ� ƱäķŌƕ�
āéǠţƖő�Ĵ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅ�ŰđńƸƵĉ�ôüǠŅ�Ʊäƕť�ƮǾŇ�
ŰäôôǣǠť� äôĥĥù� ƱđőçéȚȚ� Ĵ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŅ� ŵƮńƞĄǎ�
Ʊå� ĴĉŻŇ� ĴĉŻŇ� ȔĊǒćúő� ŰåȚȚ� ĴŇćöƖő� ŉéġ�
ƮŽâêŉţ�ƮŰġù�ǒťķŇ�ȔĊǒćù�ŰäȚȚ�

ĴŸń÷ƕ� ǥȊŉ� ƮôȇǸù� Űġù� ŰçŌƕ� ńĹê� äöŇôš�
ƮŽâêŅ�āéǠţ�ôđǠŉ� ƮöƱđőé� ȔĊǒćùù� ĴƣǒǊŉ�
çƳ�ŠƕȚȚ�Ɛťǅé�äôȇǸù�Űġù�ŵťƸçŌƕ�äöŇôť�ƮǓƸţ�
çƳ�âǻţŉ�ƮŰǭĉ�ǏƢ�āéǠţ�äôČǠŉ�Ƴŏé�ƞťƺ�ŰƷđ�
ŰƸĆ�ŉùâĉŉ�ĸŉù�ĴǒťķŇ�çƳ�ŠƕȚȚ�Ƴâ�ŸĸńČĹ�ƐƳù�
Ÿƞôƺ�ǒťũŠŉ��Ĵ÷ĥĄǥ�âƳƐŇŌƕť�Ʈńėä�ä÷ƺĄǒ�ǠķĹ�
ŵƺé� ƱçŌƕť� ǓƸţ� çƳ� ƮöƱďƺą� âǻţŉť� ƱǠğéçéȚȚ�
Ʈ÷ĄöƱ�ĸŅ�ęǒǒĉ�ŰÞť�Żäƕ�ƮŲŉǵƱ�ƮČƕ�àƳé�ǐĉ�
ĴĜçå�ƮöĜçĜé�ƮČäǠŠ�ƮČƕ�àƳé�ŵƮȇǠĄ�ŠƕȚȚ�

ŇćöƖő� ĴǍĶ� ÷đǍū� ŽâêŊőţĴťǒƺ� àďĹ� ÷ǓéĴŉ�
ŵƱČäǠš�ŠƕȚȚ�ŇćöƖő�ŸôŐƕù�ƮĴäǠ�ơĈ�çƳ�Ÿťǒƺ�
àďĹ�ȇǠć�ǐĉ�ńƓƕĜƓéȚȚ�ĴĉŻŇ�ŇćöƖő�ĴâĹĄŉ�āć�
÷âĴćŉ�ƕđǥ�ĴùĉŇ÷Šŉ�ôđćŉţ�Űġùť�ŰǓéĹŊ�ĴǍĴƱ�
ńƐƸƸĆ� Ʈôãť� ǥġùť� ńĄƺńƕŇéȚȚ� ŇćöƖő� ùåƜ�
ƮãŠ�ƮķâĆ�äƕǥ�Ʊôǡ�ƞťƺ�Ʈķäƺĉė�ŰŻçŉ�ŰƷđ�ŰƳŠŉ�
ŰǐĉŠŉù�ńôđĉŋéȚȚ�ƮƠâ�ƚƳŠŅ�ƮķâĆ�äƕǥ�ŇćöƖő�
ŸńäĜĝ�Ĵŝçù�ĴöĜçĜåĴŉ�÷âĄČĹ�ƕđǥ�Ɛťǅé�ŵťƷĜťđ�
ǠĜøŇ� ƳŦĄƓéȚȚ� ƮôǨĄė� ƺùĉ� ƕǤŅù� ŸȌńū�
Ʈ÷âĴĄČĹ� ôĄǐǐŉţ� Čçù� ŠƕȚȚ� ƮôĜè� ÷ĄöƱ� ĸŉ�
ŰđńƸƵĉ�ŵťƸđŇƐĜƕ�ĴŰťƺ�Űôŉ�ƕđǥ�ŸńäĜĝ������
ŇćöƖő�Ƹǒù�ƐƵ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�Ʈńôäčŉ����Ĺŏ�ţŌƕȚ
Ț��ĴŵŠƠâ�ƕđǥ�Ƹǒù�ČķŅ�Ĺŏ�ƮĹĄŉ�āć�÷âĴćŉ�Űķé�
ţŌƕȚȚ�Ƴâ�ƮŇćöƖő�ƮõƱ�đéǠţ�÷ǒŨŉ�ĴŸȌńū�ÞŤŇ�
Ƹǒù�Ɛťǅé�ƮôȇǸù�Űġùť�ŵťƵöĜťđ�÷ďƱ�ƳãţéȚȚ�
ĴńƵǐǐö� ŵťƵńđńƓäƕ� ŇćöƖő� Ʈ÷ùĄŉ� Űġ÷Ōƕť�
ŰďĹĄƕ� ƮćďŌƕť� ǍĶ� ĴôȌǠĉ� ćďŌƕťţ� ĸńČķŌƕť�
ôƵǍȌ� Ÿǅôą�Ƹǒù�Ɛťǅé� ƮôȇǸùţ�ƐƵ�÷ĄöƱ�ĸŉ�
Ʈôôäđ�ŵƺçŌƕ�ĴŸȌńū�ÞŤŇ�ƳĜťďéȚȚ
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